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CHAPTER I

l N TRODu C TI:ON

Prior to World War JJ, the question as to whether or not public
school couJJ.selors needed pub He school teaching experience would never have
entered the mmds of counselor educators, employers , or any other persons
concerned with this matte r " Jn the teaching field , a premium was placed on
experience and often times an apprenticeship for a position had to be served.
With today 1 s sh Itage of te acher s and counselors , a number of persons have
been e mpl oyed as public s chool counselors without teaching experience.

The

effe cts of the e mploy me nt of public school counselors without school teaching
e:l<.perience has caused m a ny questi ons to be raised concerning their effectivene ss and how they compa re w effectiveness with counselors who were employed
only after having had successful teaching experience .
It has now become important to understand what effect public school

teachi.ng experience has on th e s chool counselor and why public school teaching
experience has been and sti ll is a p rerequisHe for counselor certification. Some
au th orities in counselor educati on and supervision question this prerequisite and
consider the effects of teaching to be more detrimental than helpful to the education and function of the publ.ic school counselor.

Others see public school

teaching experiE,n ce as not only f' ontributing to the preparation of the counselor
but as an essential prerequisite for the effective functioning of the counselor in
a

public~

school setting.
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Several authors have suggested a number of differences between the
public school counselor who has bad public school teaching experience and the
counselor who has not taught.

Hudson (39) presents the following view favoring

teaching expE>rience:
the counselor . . . as a tea cher will have an opportunity
to note in a group setting the many ways in which individuals
differ-physical size , in t.elligence , ability, interests, ambitions,
morals , social and economic background, and parental aspiration.
He will become aware of their common needs as well , needs that
may be physi al , personal , social or intellectual in nature. He
will discover how students learn (and why they sometimes do
not), how they work and play together, how they feel about each
other, what their problems are , individually and collectively,
and how they adjust to those problems.
o

•

0

Hudson further states that,
The counselor who has been a teacher knows what it is to be
responsible for a homeroom and to keep a register , to write
lesson plans and grade papers by the hundred, to serve as
club sponsor, to handle a crowded study hall, to keep an eye
on 'traffi ! in the halls between classes- and also to teach
one or more subjects for five, six or seven periods a day.
Such a counselor will know the practical difficulty of applying
in a large classroom a principle everyone accepts in theory,
the principle of instruction based upon the needs of each individual class member. He will appreciate the differences
between dealing, let us say, with a behavior problem in the
privacy of the counselor ' s office as opposed to dealing with
it in the classroom in the presence of thirty or more fascinated student spectators. He will know how frustrating it
can be as a teacher to have a student called out of class
unexpectedly on the day of an especially important lesson
(and he can resolve to avoid making that mistake when he
becomes a counselor). He will learn to deal with parents
who demand too much of their children or who do not demand
anything , including school attendance . . .
He sums up by stating ,
In short, by becoming intimately aware of the teacher's job,
he will be in a much better position to know how counselors
and teachers can complement each oth.er in their work with
students . (39 , p. 26-27)

Arbuckle {8) , in opposition to Hudson' s view , lists the ways in whi ch
he feels the counsel or is deterred, by prior teaching e:xperience , from being
a.YJ. effective counselor.

He indicates that ,

There are also a number of required functions from which
the teacher can never completely divorce himself, and this
more tban any other reason , is why teacher - counselors are,
at least in the observations of the author, primarily and
overwhelmingly teachers , not counselors . As teachers they
manipulate and direct and control , and as "counselors" they
do the same thing. As tea hers they think in terms of the
welfare of a group of children as taking precedence over the
welfare of the individual , and as "counselors" they feel the
same way. As teachers they measure, evaluate, grade and
separate the "bad' s" from the "good' s" and as "counselors"
they do the same thing. As teachers they know and they feel
that they are the authority figure in control and they are thus
the ones who determine the curricular experience and practically
evErything else that happens to the child. There is little or no
self-determination, and this person as a "counselor" shows the
same level of acceptance of any concept of self-determination
or freedom of choice. (8, p . 57-58)
Finally Arbuckle concludes that the teacher-counselor actually retains
the teaching "mind-set" and , therefore , engages more in the overt process of
teaching rather than counseling.

He says that

. . . They (teachers) are involved hardly at all in the
learning process with another learner. As the "counselor"
they are still the teacher , teaching something to someone.
(8 , p. 58)
Arbuckle continues to point to apparent differences in the two roles by
suggesting that teac;hers are somewhat dominant people who feel comfortable
in manipulating , directing and controlling. Also, some teacher-counselors are
disciplinarian-type people who are somewhat overt , gregarious , and s lightly
noisy and are not the sort of person with whom children would feel at e ase and
able to converse on any subject.

Since the teacher-counselor is likely to r eac t
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to the counseling situatio in a ·,vav that is comfortable to him , Arbuckle contends
that it may be the p rese r:ce of these traits in both teachers and counselors which
r e sult in a s chool sta ff wH

whom students do not feel free to talk.

These t wo authors represent two opposing points of view in terms of
the desirability of public school te::tch.ing experience for counselors.
H should be noted that the foregoing views are supported only by

observation , and neither of the authors cited reported any experimentation to
validate his assumptions concerning the suggested differences between the
counselor with teaching experience th.e counselor without teaching experience.
In fact, there appears to be little experimental evidence to confirm or reject
the assumption that significant differences exist between public school counselors
with the two types of background " The point that is really in question in the
mind of thjs writer is the extent to which , if any , previous teaching experience
will operate as an influenHal factor in the selective role perception of counselors
who have had teaching experience prior to becoming a counselor. In other
words , is the public school counselor with teaching experience really different
in role perception and function from the counselor who has not had teaching
x perience?

State ment of the Problem

Generally speaking the d1fferences in attitude , role , and function of
the teacher vs the counselor as implied by Hudson , Arbuckle , and others cited
in the review of litera tu re , can be ssnthesized as a difference in mind-set ; and
Arbuckle contends that the "teaching" attitude is incompatible with the counseling
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role.

The question is whether or not this mind-set grows more inflexible with

an increased n.umber of years of tea ching experience. If this were the case ,
the teacher-turned-counsel or would then be likely to approach counseling with
the same atti tndes and many of the same habitual techniqu .s that he used in
teaching.

He would tend to be concerned about the welfare of the group or

culture sometimes at th expensA of the welfare of the individual.

He also

would tend to become mo re evaluative , manipulating , and controlling of the
pupil b · giving advice and direction which are seen by many to be incongruous
with typical counselor attitudes and functions.

From the writing of Hudson (39)

one mi.ght conclude that the counselor with teaching experience would be
inclined to spend more of hi s working hours helping teachers and administrators
wi th teaching tasks , and that his understanding of pupils would be primarily
from a teaehing pojn t of view.

For the purpose of this study, these attitudes

and tasks of the Teacher- turned-counselor, as described by Hudson , will
hereafter be termed guidance tasks.
On the other hand , Arbuckles (8) treatment on this subject suggests
that the counselor without "teac hing attitudes" would be more likely to approach
his tasks in terms of the indiv1dual upil' s problems , frustrations, and plans
for the futur e; he would be generally concerned with the welfare of his client
and would try to establish a relationship which is accepting , non-evaluative,
and to some degree permissive enough to allow the client to express himself ,
and relate freely to the counselor ; he would help teachers and administrators
understand and deal with the pupil ' s problems in the learning situation , but he
would spend m ost of his time in interviews with pupils.
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For the purpose d this study , these attitudes and tasks of the counselor
·w ithout prior teaching .xperienc>e, as described by Hudson, will hereafter be
termed couns6ling tasks.
Out of the issues raised above , a number of significant and important

differencE s m role perception and func>tion have been hypothesized between the
public school counselor with differing types of pre-counseling backgrounds. If
the suggested differences between "teaching" and ''counseling" attitudes are
valid, then one wonders about the extent to which prior teaching experience
might influence th e counselor ' s }Jerception of his role and function in the direction
of teaching rather than counseling attitudes.

The need to assess the effects of

teaching experience in the preparation of counselors is , therefore , apparent.

Purpose of the Study

The issues of this problem appear to be: (a) Do counselors who have
had prior teaching experience actually perceive or function in their role as
public school counselors differently from counselors who have not had prior
teaching experience? (b) What is the effect of relative amounts of teaching
experience on the counselor 1s perception of his role and function? (c) Does
prior teaehi.ng experience give the counselor a background that makes him feel
more skillful or effective in handling various kinds of counseUng tasks? and
(d If so, what kinds of counseling tasks do counselors feel they can handle more
effectively because of their prior teaching experience?
The purpose of this study ·will be to determine : (a ) some of the effects,
if any , that teaching experlence has on the role perception and functions of the
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public school counselor ; (b) the extent to which any such differences may be
attributed to teaching experience prior to becoming a counselor rather than
merel~)

reflecting the types of individuals who become counselors after having

taught in the public schools ; (c) the types of role perception which are characteristic of counselors with and without a background of teaching experience;
( d) the type of counseling tasks in which, if any, counselors with teaching
experience and those without a teaching background differ in their feeling of
effectiveness ; (e ) the extent to which counselors with prior teaching experience
a tually choose to perform different counseling tasks than those counselors who
have not had teaching experience prior to becoming a counselor; (f) the differences, if any, which may exist in the academic preparation of counselors with
different pre-counseling backgrounds ; (g) the academic courses which counselors
considered most helpful and least helpful in preparing them to be effective
counselors ; and (h) the typical role of the public school counselor approved by
counselor's in the State of Utah.
Indirectly, the study may also serve, somewhat, as an evaluation of
the counselor education programs pursued by the counselors of the State, with
suggestions from counselors regarding ways in which these programs might be
changed so as to be more appropriate in preparing the counselor to perform his
job more effectively.

Delimitations

This study will not attempt to determine the relationship between
teaching experience and counseling effectiveness. It is intended to determine,
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more specifically, som of the ways in which counselors with and without
tea~hing

expedence diff8r in their perception of the counseling role and

fu chon and in th .ir felt skills with different types of counseling tasks.

Once

these traits or chacte.ristics have been identified , the evaluation of counselor
f'ffecti\'eness in terms of differing backgrounds of training and education is made
more possible.

Jfypotheses

Jn order to accomplish these purposes of this study , the following
hypotheses were formulated:
L

Counselors with public school teaching experience will differ from

those without teaching experience in terms of th.e core courses constituting the
major portion of their academic preparation.
A.

Those with teaching experience are expected to have a greater
portion of th.eir course work in education courses and less
preparation in psychologically oriented courses than counselors
without such e:xperience.

B.

Those

'W1 thout

teaching experience are expected to have a greater

portion of their course work in a counseling core and in psychologicaUy oriented courses and fewer courses in typical education
c-ourses than counselors with such experience.
2.

Counselors without teaching experience will rate the value of

counseling and psychology courses higher than will counselors with teaching
experience.

Counselors without teaching experience will also feel a greater
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need for additional training in psychology than will counselors with teaching
experi ence . At the same time it is expected that those with teaching experience

Wlll

not r a te the

v a .llf'..

of education classes any higher than those without

te aching xperience.
3.

Counselor s without teaching experience will differ from those with

teaching ex erience in term s of the kinds of tasks and/or problem cases which
they feel qualified and competent to handle.
A. Counselors without teaching experience will feel more
compe tent to handle counseling-oriented tasks than will
counselors with teaching experience .
B.

Counselors with teaching experience will feel mor e competent
in gu idance functions than in counseling functions .

C.

Counsel ors without teaching experience will feel as competent
in guidance tas ks as do counselors with teaching experience .

4 . Counselors without teaching experience will define the counselor's
primary role , in which they are now functioning , in terms of tasks more directly
related to counseling per se than to guidance ; and for counselors with teaching
e-xperience , the converse >Ifill be true.
5. A counselo r ' s bi as rega rding the value of teaching experience as a
p rerequisite for counse ling certification will be determined by his own training
a nd experience.
A.

Counselors with te aching experience will favor this experience
as a prerequisite for counseling in the public schools ; counselors
without teaching experience will not see this as a necessary prerequisite.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Literature Concerning the Prerequisite of
Teacher Certification and Experience

With the increased impetus for guidance in the public schools, there
came a greater need for the recruitment and training of guidance counselors.
The movement actually gained its initial impetus between 1941 and 1949. Kermen
(47) reports that in 1941, there were only 51 colleges or universities offering
summer courses in guidance for the training of teachers as counselors.

By 1949

this number had increased to 980 such higher institutions offering courses for
the training of guidance counselors.

Along with this rapid growth in the train-

ing of counselors, came the need for counselor certification.
In 1951 Kreman reports that there were only 23 states with certification
regulations for guidance counselors or with plans for counselor certification.
His survey suggests that almost all of the persons employed as counselors at
this time were from the ranks of teaching.

Teaching certification and two years

of teaching experience were typically required of candidates for counselor certification.

Most of the 23 states with certification requirements required at least

two years of teaching experience. Some of the states also required other types
of work experience of about one year.
Karmen indicates that the requirement of teaching certification and
teaching experience, were indicative of the fact that certification planners
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considered a background in teaching as essential to effective counseling. His
findings also suggest that certification planners considered a background in
teaching as e ssential to effective counseling. His findings also suggests that
certification planners preferred to recruit counselor candidates from successful
teachers already within the school program. It was interesting to note that not
one state required that the counselor possess any experience in counseling or
guidance work.
In discussing the role of the counselor and his relationship to the
school , Dugan. (20) , suggests that school experience may be of significant value
to the public school counselor. He did not indicate what type of school experience this should be , but it would not be unreasonable to interpret his meaning
as that of teaching experience.

Like Dugan, many of the early writers who

were concerning themselves with the preparation and certification of guidance
workers entitled their work "Preparing Teachers for Guidance" (5, 44, 52, 84).
One such writer will suffice to sum up the opinions of these writers.

Rusalem

(68 , p . 110) says, "Through observation of pupil behavior in groups and individual contacts with children, the teacher contributes rich material which
facilitates fuller understanding of the child." He suggests that this type of
understanding is essential to the guidance worker.
Mathewson's publication of a plan for the preparation and training of
school counselors , was strongly in favor of the teaching experience prerequisite.
He recommended that, "No trainees should be accepted who do not already have
teaching experience and who do not meet high standards of intelligence and
personality. " (53, p. 545) It was his opinion that education should not attempt
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to sep arate guidance and educational processes.

He asserted that guidance is

wholly a matter of education and that it comes totally within the scope of the
curriculum, broadly conceived.

Soon after Mathewson 1s report, the A. C.P.A.

professional standards committee recommended a set of standards to be used
for the admission of students to graduate training programs in student personnel
a rk. Among other things , the standards stressed teaching or other related
experience. Robinson (69) turns th.e table just slightly to indicate that new
courses are now emerging which will prepare young high school teachers, who
show promise , for guidance and personnel work.

He also suggests that the

candidate for graduate study in guidance work needs to possess two years of
teaching experience prior to his admission.
During the years from 1956 to 1958 , many survey and questionnaire
studies were conducted attempting to find out the employment prospects of
guidance workers , the needs for school counselors as reported by the nations
school principals , and what could be done to upgrade the quality of this rapidly
growi.ng segment of the American public school system.

Among other things,

these studies (27 , 32 , 33 , 40 , 79) report that counselors typically come from
the ranks of public school teachers. In most instances these teachers will ,
after their counselor training, return to the respective staffs from which they
came and will there function as guidance counselors.
WeHz ' s study in 1958 (90) reveals the almost complete and unquestionable acceptance of the prerequisite of teaching certification and teaching experience for public school counselors. In this survey of 48 states, each of the
persons in the state office of education in charge of guidance and pupil personnel
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was asked to indicate his shortage of public school counselors.

The report

indicated that 58 percent of the states listed some shortage in gu.idance workers.
They were then asked if they would employ persons who had been trained in
guidance but who did not hold teaching certificates or possess teaching experience in order to fill the shortages they had reported.

The findings reveal that

people trained as guidance counselors without teaching certification and experience are not always able to get jobs as public school counselors.

Superintendents

rarely hired counselors who had not taught in the same school or had not at
least had some teaching experience.

Only 12 percent of the respondents gave

a qualified yes in favor of hiring these non-certified persons. Not one respondent
gave an unqualified yes in favor of the employment of counselors without teaching
certification or experience.

The reason for not wishing to employ these persons,

was both the lack of certification as a teacher and teaching experience. When
asked if they would care to employ counselors with no teaching experiences,
54. 1 percent responded that they would not.

Only 10. 4 percent indicated that

they would , and the remainder did not answer the question.
In reviewing the results of his study , Weitz (90) makes the following
conclusions: Guidance is a part of the total school program and not a separate
enti.ty.

The view point of people in state departments of education and shared

by probably a majority of counselor educators , may be summarized as follows:
Although there may be some shortage of trained personnel,
in about half of the states, this shortage is not viewed in
the same way by all persons. Even where shortages were
reported to exist there would be considerable reluctance
to employ persons trained as guidance workers but not
trained as teachers. Relatively few states reported being
rea.dy to undertake an evaluation of their counselor certification requirements by means of experimentation. (90,
p. 276)
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It was n.ot until about 195 8 that school districts were considering

placing cot,nselors in the elementary schools to any significant extenL In
IAJnhng of the possibility and concerning the type of persons who ·wou ld enter
this area of public school guidance , Kaback formulated several important but
not ur.:dque ideas. Kaba k (45 ) thinks that the elementary school counselor
should be a woman who has taught for a number of years. She should be able
to work with teachers, and should possess a record of satisfactory teaching
relationships with colleagues. One of her tasks would be to obtain information,
with the help of teachers, which would then be shared with these teachers.

She

should possess greater knowledge of growth and psychological development of
the children , and he skilled in working \Vi th aggressive and withdrawn children
and their parents.

Here again we find a repetition of the teaching certification

and experience prior to be(:oming a counselor in the elementary school.
The certification trends in the guidance movement had led to a set
of widely accepted standards by 1953 (63) . Although only 29 states , three
territories and the District of Columbia had counselor certification regulations,
all of these required teaching cern fj cation prior to counselor certification.
Most of them required teaching experience as well.

The fact that some of the

states did not require teaching expertence while requiring teacher certification,
is one of the first ones to the roots of a growing question eoncerning the
necessity of teaching experience. However , it is not to be found in the literature
to any great extent at fujs time.

The open questioning of the prerequisite of

teaehh1g certiflcation and experience eame during the latter part of 1957 and
earl} 195 8 .

This was at the time when counselor training programs were giving
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more impetus to the theory of counseling and therapy.

The movement appeared

to be toward a. concept of public school counseling which preceived counseling
as some level or type of therapy .
The literature concerning certification from 1958 to the present has
predominately been in defense of the long established prerequisite of teaching
certification and experience. In 1961, Mill (32) states the new position in
defense of the teaching requirement.
There is equally strong insistence upon the preparation of
the counselor to assume his proper role as an educator , a
professional person who will have a proper understanding
of his relationships with teachers and administrators and
who will see his work in its harmonious and contributing
relation with the instructional program. (32, p. 19)
The authors of some of the most outstanding books on guidance and
counseling in the public schools recommend or at least reflect the standard
requirement of teaching certification and experience (5, 6 , 13 , 14, 17 , 22,
24, 44, 52, 58, 60 , 62, 65 , 70, 84, 92) .

Tyler sums up the feelings of most

of these authors when she recommends that the public school counselor needs

to set as an intermediate goal the obtaining of a teaching certificate. Mainly,
she comments , because of the fact that counselor certification in most states
requires teaching certification and experience (88 , p. 240-245) .
In defense of the teacher certification requirement , Miller expressed
his opinion that teaching and teacher certification gives counselors some common
background upon which to build their counselor training.

He considers this

aspect one of the marks of quality in the counselor education program.
First I offer the proposition that counselors should have
teaching experience before being accepted as degree candidates.
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Teaching experience leads to an understanding of the school
setting and to acceptance of the counselor by his teacher
colleagues. Let me suggest an item less frequently mentioned.
Those who enter counseling after two or three years of teaching are more apt to continue in service than those with no
experience in school situations. (56, p. 125)
Miller admits that this is only his opinion and needs to be tested by
some type of experimentation.
Sherman (73) lifts his voice in defense of the teaching prerequisite.
He feels that counselors consider themselves educators and that they have
come from the ranks of good teachers. He, therefore, submits that the
counselor with his knowledge of educational theory, the workings of the school,
and the classroom setting, is in a good position to plan a variety of guidance
activities suitable to the school situation and to make realistic recommendations
to teachers with respect to individual children. In making this proposition,
Sherman (73) describes the public school counselor as a generalist counselor.
He feels that therapy and other psychological tasks of that nature should be
referred by the public school counselor to someone more capable of handling
such behavioral problems.
Hutson (41) reveals some field research to support the prerequisite of
teaching certification and experience.

City directors and supervisors of guidan e

as well as professors of guidance in leading universities were ealled upon to
nominate superior counselors. Of those nominated, 100 of those rated as most
successful were selected for the study. A questionnaire was sent out to the
population sample and returned.

The questionnaire provided an analysis of the

tasks or functions performed by these most successful counselors. One of the
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questions dealt with the value of teaching certification and experience.

The

results of this inquiry revealed that 97 percent of the counselors considered
the contribution of teaching experience to their counseling to have been marked.
Fifteen percent attested to the value of their experience in social work. Seventyeight percent had had work experience in business or industry and felt it to have
been important in its contribution.

Hutson concludes, therefore, that this

research justifies the teaching certification and experience in terms of the value
of its contribution to counseling.

"Support for the proposition that the counselor

should have a background of teacher education and teaching experience is overwhelming." (41 , p. 138)
Another counselor educator makes some points in favor of teaching
certification and experience.

Hudson (39) questions whether or not graduate

work should be considered or undertaken without prior teaching experience.
After one or two years of teaching experience, the teacher generally knows
whether or not teaching should be his life-time vocation. Some teachers
change to other professions, some change to counseling, some change to
different age levels of teaching.

They learn through experience what aspects

of teaching and related duties appeal to them most. He says, "If teaching
experience makes one a better teacher, so does it make one a better counselor.
For the counselor and the teacher are both educators. Both are involved in
helping students learn; and their duties consist of those which are directed
specifically to the students and involve working directly with them. 11 (39, p. 26)
Hudson believes that as the teacher becomes successful in attempts
to become a counselor, the teacher's course work in terms of principles of
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guidance , testing , occupational information, counseling , etc., will be
interpreted in the llght of his teachmg experience.

He explains, "As guidance

theories and techniques are learned , they can be evaluated, rejected , modified ,
or accepted on the basis of what has been discovered in dealings with students,
parents, and co-workers .'' (39, p. 26)

He assumes that these courses , then,

which are theoretical to the inexperienced person become most practical to
the experienced teacher.
Pierson 66), Tooker (86) , and Hoyt (37, 38), all agree that the
prospective counselor should be recruited from practicing teachers.

They

envision the counselor as a special extension of a teacher and caution that the
counselor should not view himself in any other way, since to do so might lead
to his

O\Vn

destruction.

They all agree that the counselor is first of all an

educator . He knows the problems of the classroom and he knows the behavior
of children as viewed from across the teacher's desk.

They also agree that

teaching experience is , in essence, a badly needed professional career
commitment from the counselor.
By 1962, Lloyd (51) found that 34 states, three territories and a
district now had some form of counselor certification.

Each of these states

also had some type of teacher certification or experience requirement. When
the members of professional counselor's associations were asked if the
counselor should be required to possess a teaching certificate, 92. 6 percent
of the respondents said yes , and 7. 4 percent indicated that they felt that the
counselor should not have to meet this prerequisite.

Only three of the states

required no teaching experience , while 28 percent of them indicated that as
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much as four or me re years vvere r q1Jired .

Two to three years of teaching

expenence vvere required by 65 percent of the respondents , while 80 percent
of the state"- required one to two years of educational work experience. Although
conducted some . ear; later , t his study parallels very C'losely to the stud
reported by HutBon {41).
A..fter the publication of opinions of the Division 17 of A. P . A. and the
ASCA div1sion of A. P . G. A., concerning the desirability of teaching certification
and experience . Hutson again came to the defense of the npro teaching prerequisite
camp."
By theory and practice most counselors are presently school
workers . It is assumed that they work in close cooperation
with teachers and pdocipals . It is generally required that
they be certified as teachers . (42 , p . 21
Jn justHy mg these comments Hutson argues that both the counselor and
the teachE-r have many things in common.
Roth are m the business of influencing pupil behavioraltering present behavior , giving direction to future
behavior. Both need knowledge of the individual whose
behavior is to be molded. Both need understanding of
the motivatioil to learn and of the natu.re of the learning
process. Both need a command of instructional te-,hniques ,
a capacity for meeting groups of pupils to infor m them and
to lead them i.n profitable reflection. (42, p. 21
In considering the position of the American School Counselors
Association. and Divi s ion. 17 of the American Psychological Association , Hutson
makes this final C'on.ch..H310n.

"A more honest nam e for the typical high school

counselor iV-ould bf' ' guidanre consultant, 1 indicating one who has overall
responsibility for the g11jdance func tion and takes account of all the activities
through whieh the functwn i

performed." (42, p. 21)
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As

d

t

F-su It o f t.be

ASCA. study , the Amerkan School Counse-lors

Assoc ia t1 on h.as r evised , to s ome extent , their s tand on the need for teaching
expenence . In t964 , thE
secor~ dary

pu_b~ i

ation of theu proposed statement of polky for

school roun.sel0rs iodt;dt>d a statement conce rning the competencies

of the school counselor. Among other things , the secondary school counselor
needs to t;nderstand the teaching relationship as experienced by teachers.

No

provisions are made in this statement of policy by whic h the counselor may
c·ome to understand the teaching relationship as e1(perienced by teachers.

There

iB nothing mentioned in the statement of the secondary school counselors pro-

fessional preparation

hich would hmt that he must have teaching certification

or experience. l nder these drcumstances it is dimcu.lt to assume that their
general pohcv would recommend teaching certi.fjcation or teaching experience
as part f the

sec~."'lndary

s .hool counselors professional education or background

(3).

Literature Questioning the Prerequisite of
T~achi.ng_ Certification and Experience

For many years , H appears that the prerequisite of teaclung certification and experience were unquestioned.

Hardly anything can be found in

the literature prior to 1955 which is not snpportive of this aspect of counselor
preparatjon. In l9 55 Lifton {5 0)
sehool a part-tJme counselors .

1!\rTOte

concerning the use of teachers in the

This appeared to he an era of the evolution

of guidance a.nd cmmseling when school districts eo1Jld not afford to emplo
fi_,tl.-time counselors . Manv autbonties in the counseling field felt that thts
practice was

damagin~g

tn the cour1seJor. In this respect Lifton suggested that
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th(> t:E-aC'he:r would have to change

he

wen~

.hj s

ro. e and thinking as well as hehavior if

to become a succEssful counselor. He suggested that the teachers

would have t:o alter their eval -ative function as a teacher before tak:i ng the
role of counselor.

Their habits of advice giving would have to be dropped.

Those teachers who were controlling in the classroom w ould have to alter
this t ype of behavwr in the counseling setting.

Lifton questioned as to whether

a. ."ly person could make these changes as the need demanded.

This appears to

be the first time that teaching experience has been questioned as essential to
,ounseling, even though it was in reference to the part-time counselor-teacher
arrangement,
By 1957, several writers in the counseling area had questioned teacher

certification as a requirement prior to obtaining counselor certificatiOn. Stewart
(81) made several challenging comments regarding the practice of choosing
counselors from the ranks of teachers .

After surveying 94 counselors and

169 teachers of the San Francisco area, he found that on the whole, counselors
and teachers made the same reeommendations for treatment of various types
of cases. He indicated that bot.h made large numbers of inappropriate
recommendations . He suggests toat this is due largely to the limited concept
of both teachers and counselors of the role that the counselor should assume.
He also concludes that cmJnsel01' 1 s recommendations are the same as those of
the teacher ' s because they have been teachers , or are teachers.

"The practice

of choosing counselors from the teaching staff has serious implication." (81,
p. 567)

Speaking of these counselors that are chosen from the ranks of

teachers , Swwart sa s , "If they bring to counseling positions the conceptions
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they obtained as teachers rather than those based on current thinking in the
guidance field , how can programs grow?" (81 , p. 567)
Although Tooker is basi<:ally in favor of the teaching certificate and
experience requirement, he cautions that the persons who have had difficulty
in relating to teaching colleag,Jes , would hardly seem a good risk in counseling
other individuals.

This teacher would also seem a poor risk in the fulfillment

of that very important aspect of his role-the leadership phase.

"The individual

who is a failure in the teaching role will be at a serious disadvantage in school
counseling , because he is likely to bring a biased , distorted image of education
to the assumption of a new role , which must, by its very nature , be deeply

embedded in th.e educational framework." (86, p. 26 7)
In 1958 , the American Personnel and Guidance Association 9 s committee
on professional training, licensing, and certification published a statement
regarding the value of teaching experience for counselors.

"One suspects

that some teachers wish to enter counseling because they have not been
successful as teachers . Some workers have floated around from job to job
and wish to help others avoid the mistakes they made. It is questionable
whether such work experience is helpful to ccunselor or to counselee." (1,
p.

163 ~

Hobbs {35) expressed his concern in a different manner.

He agrees

that the school counselor is a part of the total school program and yet sees
some restriction coming from the practice of choosing counselors from the
teaching staff.

He suggests that we should attempt to attract to the field of

counseling bright young people from a variety of backgrounds.

He does not feel
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that counselors need a common background, if we are to see real growth in the
gui dance program. He also maintains that there are several backgrounds that
may be just as , if not more , beneficial to counseling than is teaching experience.
By 1961, more and s tronger arguments were being published against
the negative aspects of the teaching certificate and experience prerequisite for
counselor certification.

Garwell (26) finds fault with the selection and certi-

ficati on of counselors. He feels that:
They should not select chemistry teachers for counselors , but
chemistry teachers to iiJ.struct in chemistry. It has always
been a wonderment why counselors aren' t hired in terms of
their knowledge about counseling and their commitment to
counseling rather than those reasons which have presisted
during the past decades. I will continually support the desirability of a minimal amount of teaching experience or associated
experience to familiari ze the school counselor with classroom
realities , problems and setting. The person intensely committed
to school counseling will learn more about the to"al curriculum ,
the total school situation, and a broader segment of the pupil
enrollment from his vantage point of counselor than in the
restricted environment of one subject matter area , in one
classroom for years ad in finitum. He is a counselor because
of his preparation for the role and selects this role rather
than being promoted to it as a reward for good instruction.
(26 , p. 40)
Miller (55) analyzed the backgrounds of teacher candidates for counselor
preparation. He conceded that most prospective counselors are or have been
teachers. Miller indicates that it is very tempting to assume , since most
secondary school counselors are or have been teachers , that this group
possesses considerable common background of training by reason of the professional requirements for teaeher education. It is difficult , he asserts , to
find supporting evidence for such a hope.

He feels that the common background

for all counselors should be that of background in psychology.
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Cohen . Dugan , Roeber , Stewart. andArbuckle (7 , 15 , 20 , 70 ,. 81,
respe ctively all e. press concern over the strict adherence to the prerequisite
of teaching certification and teaching B:x:perience for counselor certification.
They challenge the pro:posal that counselors need the common background of
education , and propose that good counselors may be found with a variety of backgrounds . They also challenge the ability of any teacher to change in role
identification and function enough to become the type of person that has the
role identification and functions like those of the counselor. Arbuckle 's frank
summation of the situation represents the views of Cohen , Dugan , and Stewart.
Many state departments of education appear to believe that
the counselor is really a teacher , and certification carries
with it the requirement of teaching experience- the assumption
being that teacher experience somehow makes one a better
school counselor. This is a highly debatable assumption, and
evidence tends at least to point to the possibility that teaching
gives one so many bad counseling habits that a major function
of counselor education is to help former teachers to unlearn
most of what they learned as teachers. (7, p. 54}
McCully (61) examined the trends in counselor certification and coneluded that there seems to be unremitting influences at work which are bent
on perpetuating the idea that, after all , school counselors are teachers, and
are distinguished from their fellow teachers chiefly by the way in which they
spend th.eir time , rather than on the basis of a unique service th.ey provide.
The professional preparation required to provide these unique services is
also ignored. He recognizes that these influences are manifested in practices
of selection for counselor education, in counselor certification practices , and
in hiring practices. He considers it very important to note that these practices
are based on institutional folkways rather th.an on empirical fi.ndings.
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McCull.v feels that s chool counselors must be distinguished from
teachers , administrators . and other pers onnel workers on a ba sis of the
u ·que service they pe rform before we will have any valid founda t:I.ons upon
hich to build requirerner..ts for counselor certification.
suggests that we
(6 ' p. 5)

11

Until that time , he

r epose under the rotective umbrella of teacher certification. "

Spe ald.ng of counselor certification contingent upon prior teacher

certifica tion , McCu lly says , "This institutional folkway pyrami.ds on counselor
certification all the vagaries and problems of teacher certification which
currently is , and since 1906 has been , described by informed persons as
chaotic.

Furthermore

1t

impmges on the amount of formal professional

counselor preparation which realistically can be required of the school
counselor." (61 , p. 5)
In a position paper presented at the 1962 APGA convention, Johnson
(43) describes the certifJCation of counselors in which they are required to
have been practicing teachers , the "teacher-counselor dichotomy . " In
that paper he attempts to separate counseling from teaching to a considerable
extent. He recogni 2' es that many counselors have come from the ranks of
teachers , but questions this experience as the only work experience which
will adequately prepare a person to tmdertak.e counselor education.

He points

out. that the Di vision of Counseling Psychology of the APA had also stated that
teaching expE-rience may be helpful but certainly not necessary for the preparation of good counselors .
By 1953 , such notables as Gilbert Wrenn had voiced an opinion on

this crucial topic.

He indicated that paid teaching experience is only one
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deRirable prerequisi te to education and employment as a counselor o He points
ou t that the person who haf: majored

HI

the sciences , in the humanities , or in

the so cial sciences , has become deeply awa e of the culture and scientific
changes taking place i.n. a t leas t one of these broa.d areas o This cognizance
w1l1 place this person in a position. t0 build an adequate graduate program in
preparation for

~ou nseling

(94)o

Kloph {48} r e iewed the literature concerned with this issue and
expressed his piniono

He recogni zes the importance of the counselor 1 s being

tamHia r with the school Betting and the instructi.onal process o This includes
the ClHriculum in its broadest interpretationo

He proposes that this under-

standing may be gained m or e effectively and with fewer side effects if the
counselor in graduate education is required to undertake a well - designed internship within the school settingo He suggests that this internship m ay be of any
length of time , even as long as two yearso

However , under this situation, the

counselor would be associated with the counseling or guidance department of
the school rather than with the teaching or instructional stafL

He would be

a ·s igned a counselor as a supervising advisor rather than a teacher. It is
feasib le to assttme that this internship may not include a full da. and that he
may continue to take r: ' Ur es a t a university during the time of the internship.
In summing up the position of those who question the p rerequisite of
teaching experienee and teacher certificati.on, Rossburg (71} comes to this
conclusion: We have supported this contention of teaching for so long that
many of us have assumed that its origtn can be traced to the same act of
divinity which is a common quote by Ogden Nash , in that he observes : "God
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in all his wisdom created the fly and then he neglected to tell us why . "

Literature Concerning Counselor Academic
Preparation Programs

In September of 1947 , the National Vocational Guidance Association,
through its Division of Professional Training and Certification , appointed a
planning committee to prepare a manual on the preparation of counselors.

This

was the first organized group effort to establish such a set of standards to guide
universities and colleges in the preparation of counselors . It wasn't until 1948,
however , that other organizations associated with counselor preparation and
function , became interested in preparing a manual on the educational preparation
of counselors .

The final result of this joint committee , composed of eight

organizations concerned with counselors , was summerized by Froehlich in 1949
(23) , the year of its publication.

While the authors of this manual recognized

that its procedures were at best subjective and not based upon statistical research ,
it is probably one of the more influential statements as to what should constitute
the core of training on both gradm.te and undergraduate levels.
The manual presents two broad areas of preparation for prospective
counselors. In the first area are included the philosophy of guidance services
and principles of guidance practice. In areas two and three the manual suggests
growth and development of the individual, including mental health.

The gather-

ing, recording , and interpretation of data about an individual were also part of
this area.

In the fourth area was found collecting, evaluating and using

occupati,onal, educational and related information . Area five was entitled
"Administrative and Community Relationships." Included in areas six and
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seven \\ere techniques used in counseling and supervised practice in terms of
a practical application or internship.
Part two of the manual contained four additional areaR.

The first of

these was concerned wit.'1 group me thods in guidance , while the remaining
three were placE'ment, follo'A -u techniques and uses , and finally methods of
research and evaluation , respectively.
In 1952 , thrP-e stu dies of counselor certification and training programs
revE'aled that most of the states required about the same core program as was
recommended by the

~ational

Vocational Guidance Association. In addition to

the core program , most of the graduate programs assumed a background in
education and psychology.

The five courses most often required in psychology

were: general , child, adolescent , educational, and mental hygiene.

One-third

of the states required credit in the principles of education (4, 93, 53).
Hitchcock 33), sent a questionnaire to 2002 counselors in 1953 , and
received a 66 percent return.

The result of the questionnaire provided evidence

of the courses taken in preparation for counseling.

Counselors reported wide

backgrounds of study , with special emphasis in philosophy, education , guidance,
psychology, and sociology. Because of the varied types of employment in which
these counselors were engaged , it is not difficult to see wh their course work was
more uncommon than common.

They did report commonalities in such courses

as techniques of counseling , educational and occupational information , the
administration of guidance , statistics , tests and measurements , and research.
In his review of the literature concerning the academic preparation
of counselors , Tooker {86) found that the types of courses varied extensively.
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The major courses were : vocational and educational guidance , personnel
techniques , group guidance, tests and measurements, praeticum , leadership
training, power structure and communications, statistical and research
techniques , public relations , related disciplines for team approach , referral
techniques, administrative and directorship functions, and a myriad of teacher
training courses.

A background in psychology was generally understood.

By 1958 courses indicative of greater understanding of the total
individual were beginning to be stressed.

The number of courses in terms

of a general background were giving way to courses specifically geared to
understanding the individual's dynamics of behavior.

Such courses as

personality organization and development, environmental factors in adjustment,
individual appraisal and various courses in the theory of counseling were being
proposed as necessary for a good academic preparation of counselors (75, 91,
82) .

The results of a poll of the various universities offering counselor
education programs revealed that greater emphasis was being placed on the
specific course work related to counseling and guidance rather than the more
general areas of education, psychology, or sociology.

This inquiry conducted

by Palmantier and Schmidt (64) gave little attention to background training or
education of the candidate and concentrated on his graduate program in counseling
and guidance.
Feeling that the counselors should evaluate their course work, Harmon
and Arnold (10, 29 , 30) made a survey of 150 counselors over the United States.
The results of their 75 percent return revealed the following:
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Name of course
P nnci. les of Gu idan ce
Educa ti onal Ps~ ch logy
Pri.ncd les oi Counseling
Educational and Vocational
Tests and Measure ments
Educational and
Occupational Inform a tion
Administration of
Guidance
Adolescent. Psychology
Men tal Hygiene
StatJ st1cs
-roup Guidance
Case Studies
Child Psychology
Individual differences
Individual Testi ng
Prac t1cum
Abnor mal Psych logy
Psychology of L0a.rning
School and Community
Resources
Personali ty Ana]ysis
Exceptional ChHdren

Mean ratings of adequaey
Percent having
or value on a 1 to 5 scale
taken the cou r se rating_cou.nselor preparation
99
95
88

4"3
3.8
4 .3

86

4. 2

84

4. 0

76
72
72
70
58
56
53
52
47
43
43

4.0
4.2
4.3
3.8
3.5
4.0
4.0
4.2
4. 5
4.1
4. 0
3.7

38
37
35

3.8
4.3
3.8

53

Studies by Hill , Kloph, and Lloyd (32 , 48 , 51, respectively) have
provided approximately tile same information as the study by Harmon and
Arn ld.

However , t:he former writers were more interested in the types of

ounselor education rather than the value that it may ha ve for counselor
preparation as perceived by the counselor hi mself. Kloph (48) was proposing
a m ore general education including psy chology , sociology, anthropology ,
eeonomies , and pohtical science , as well as the usual courses in education
and guidance.
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In 1964 , the American School Counselors Association (3) published a
proposed statement of policy for secondary school counselors. In this policy
statement were definite recommendations concerning the education and supervision
of the counselor. A list of professional competencies wanted the listing of
desirable professional preparation. It recognized that there was no single
best program for developing the school counselors competencies which they had
listed.

The proposal also recognized the possibility of future change in the

counseling profession and indicated that they felt that this listing of criteria
for the preparation of school counselors was appropriate at this time.
It felt that a master's degree from an accredited institution as well

as certification from the state department of education were reasonable as a
minimum program. Within this program should be included the following
components:
(A) A core of professional studies consisting of the following elements:
1) developmental and educational psychology, 2) counseling theory and procedure,
3) educational and psychological appraisal, 4) group theory and procedures,
5) the psychology and sociology of work and vocational development, 6) the
functions and methodology of research, and 7) the legal and professional ethics
of counseling and education.
(B) A background in the following: humanities , social, behavioral,
natural , and biological sciences according to the particular needs and developmental status of each counselor candidate.
(C) Supervised experience as practicum or internship or some sort
of laboratory practice.

This should provide for developing a working understanding
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a.nd appr e ciation of the schooPs curriculum and the psychological and
sociologi cal clima te of in-school learning situations.
The committee recommended that the counselor preparation program
be sy stematic and yet planned individually in regard to each candidate.

This

education should reflect the philosophical ideas of the profession and be consistent with the intellectual and emotional prerequisites implied in the counselor
competencies list.

The final recommendation indicates that the education of

the school counselor does not terminate with the completion of a formal program,
but continue throughout the career of this professional person. A comparison
of the recommendations of the modern day association with the recommendations
of the 1947 committee does not reveal much change.

Possibly a slight shift in

emphasis and the addition of dealing with the total child is all that can really be
recognized.

Literature Concerning the Counselor's Role or Function

As early as 1941 , counselor educators and counselors themselves were
interested in determining what should be their role in the public school. One
counselor attempted to identify the types of problems he worked with and the
amount of time he actually spent in counseling (18) . During a 36 week period,
this counselor made 1 , 024 counseling contacts. He found that 49.4 percent
of his counseling time was spent with pupils. He spent 18. 3 percent of his
counseling time working with teachers and 12.2 percent of his time working
with parents.

The same amount of time was spent working with administrators

as was spent in working with parents.

The remainder of his counseling time
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7. 9 percent was spent working with other persons.

An analysis of the interviews revealed that the counselor conducted
22. 7 per cen t of the intervie ws securing information from pupils.

He conducted

31. 2 percent of the interviews interpreting information to pupils.

The largest

number of interviews were used for the purpose of assisting pupils in the
solution of problems , this accounted for 46. 1 percent of the interviews. He
helped them with problems such as scholastic and study habits, vocational
needs and college plans , personality and emotional problems which involved
only 5. 1 percent of the total interviews , social needs and problems and health
problems. It must be noted that the counselor also spent part of each day with
other counseling responsibilities such as testing , note dictation, telephone
contacts with parents , group meetings, and research activities (18) .
Two other e arly studies of significance were conducted on the role of
the public school counselor . Wright (96) analyzed the jobs of school counselors
and found that in 1946 there was not one reference to the term counseling. Such
terms as advises , confers, handles, and supervises were very common and
teaching was always at the head of the list.

This is probably because most of

these counselors were part-time teachers.

Brayfield (.12) indicates that the

functions of the personnel workers include many things , but does not mention
counseling as part of these functions.

One must conclude that it is understood

that counseling was the tool with which most of the other functions were accomplished.
Brayfield sees the role of the counselor as, " . . . a steadily evolving one." (12, p.
469)
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In 1949 , Arnold conducted a survey to determine how counselors and
deans spent their time . He pointed to the imbalance of guidance duties in that
counselors were spending more time and effort on problems of tardiness ,
attendance , discipline , and school failures than on educational and vocational
guidance.

The counselor 1 s time was divided almost always between clerical

tasks and counseling. Arnold mentions the counselors apparent lack of thought
as to the purpose of their activities and poses the provocative question, "Are
counselors themselves clear as to what they really want to do? Do they not
enjoy being a jack-of-all trades rather than masters of counseling?" (9, p. 392)
Spurred by the apparent confusion in the ranks of counselors as to just
what their role in the school was, Hitchcock (34) conducted a survey to determine what counselors felt they should be doing as counselors.

In his study of

1 , 282 counselors from 1 , 255 different schools throughout the United States, he
attempted to analyze the duties which counselors were performing as compared
to those which they felt they should be performing.

He provides evidence that

counselors were very confused as to what should be their role in the public
school.
study.

An example of this confusion may be seen in this extract from his
Of 1 , 152 counselors who now assist pupils with occupational plans,

40 percent do not feel that this is their job.

Of 986 counselors who now work

with pupils who are failing in their school work, 41 percent do not feel that
this is their job . Of 893 counselors who report that they are not interpreting
test results to teachers and pupils, 37 percent feel it is not part of their job.
Of 1,101 school counselors who now are assisting teachers with pupil problems
of various kinds, 37 percent do not feel it is their job. Hitchcock concludes that,
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An analysis of the duti.es which counselors are now performing in comparison

with what they believe they should not do reveals a striking study of contrasts.
In fact , the results are so shocking that one wonders what these counselors
believe are their :P1.nctions and how they arrived at this point of view." (34,
p . 72-73)

This situation apparently drew such comments from counselor educators as this statement fr om Tyler.

Counselors need to be "persons who

need not fee l overly anxious about their abilities, defensive about their performance or too conscious of competition." (88, p. 323)
Grant (2) wondered how the role of the counselor would be as viewed
by all of the school personnel. He queried students, counselors, teachers ,
and administrators as to whom they felt certain types of cases should be sent
for the most effective help.

There were 9 cases to be staffed by 82 counselors,

76 administrators, and 200 teachers.

Counselors were seen as being more

capable in handling cases of vocational and educational planning and decision
making by all groups , including themselves.

Teachers and administrators

felt that counselors were the persons to whom emotional problems should be
sent 30 percent of the time.

Counselors elected themselves to handle emotional

and problem cases much less of the time than did teachers and administrators.
Seventy percent of the teachers and administrators felt that someone else
other than counsel ors should handle emotional problems.
Mathews on (54) defines the counselor's role as a professional process
with the purpose of rendering assistance to individuals in four main areas:
(2) appraisal and unde rstanding of the self, (b) adjustment of the self to
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personal- social realities, {c) orientation to current and future conditions, and
(d) development of individual potentialities. Mathewson outlines in detail how
each of these processes may be handled in counseling. He describes the
counselors responsibilities and limitations. He does not feel that the general
guidance counselor should be concerned extensively with diagnostic, remedial,
or even preventive guidance , but should be characterized in function at least,
by the term "developmental. "
While Wrenn (94) gives a more general definition to the role of the
school counselor, Truax (87) and Tennyson (85) indicate some specific areas
of work.

They suggest that the counselor spend his time working in four to

seven basic functions.

They include: assistance to pupils, assistance to

teachers, assistance to administrators, assistance to the community and
parents, assistance to research, placement, follow- up and evaluation.

Tennyson

breaks these areas down to more specific tasks such as orientation and articulation, individual appraisal, welfare, counseling, occupational and educational
planning, placement, follow-up , academic. planning , educational and vocational
information services, and other problems.

These authors point out that about

half of the counselor's time is spent with counseling students on one thing or
another.

Tennyson breaks this counseling time down to academic planning 38

percent of the counseling time , educational and vocational infomation and
counseling 35 percent of the counseling time, and other problems for remaining
26 percent of the time. Several studies similar to those of Arnold and Hitchcock
have not only varified the results of the earlier studies , but indicate that the
situation remained almost the same until the year 1959 (30, 36, 59, 67) .
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A more detailed b r e akdown of the tasks of the public school counselor
has been done by Kaback (45)" Kaback sees the school counselor in his more
typical a_n_d rea listi c role during 1959 and 1960.
counselor are observed

The duties of the high school

be : orientation , testing , appraising scholastic and

special aptitudes , couns eli ng students with personal , achievement , appearance,
boy-girl , and p arental problems , helping students to gain educational and
voca tional goals , group sessions , filing of information , obtaining and despensing
college entrance requirements , arranging for loans and scholarships, collecting
information a bou t all s tudents , interviewing parents, and becoming acquainted
wlth communit resour ces"

Many of these functions had not been considered

as part of the couns elors j ob by most of the counselor educators reviewed
previously"

However , t hey appear to represent the gomit of tasks that

couns elors have reported as their duties. Knapp and Denny sum up the situation in this way"

" In the actual public school work setting , the counselor is

frequently faced with a my riad of duties which he may consider only remotely
related to his posi ti.on or to this preparation.

This situation is more closely

related to the counselor 1s own lack of initiative in at least tentatively delineating
his role. " (49 , p . 48)
Recogn.i.zing the counselor role dilemma , the American Personnel and
Guidance Association published , in 1961 , a list of major work responsibilities
of the school counselor {2},

This list includes: assisting students in understanding ,

m developing p ersonal vaJ.ues , assisting him to take social responsibility, in
decision making about vocational and educational plans , and in testing the reality
of decisions.

The list continues: cooperatively working with teacher, administrators,
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and other school personneL studying the community resources , interpreting
the curriculum , working with parents as a liaison between the school and the
community , interpreting to the school staff professional and technical information,
and maintaining a high level of ethical practice.

The broad generalities of this

statement provide enough room for any counselor to justify any task he is now
performing and any that he may be asked to perform in the future .
Schmidt

~ 72 )

reports one of the few actual research studies in the area

of role definition for counselors. Although his sample was small (only 48
counselors), his controls and methodology were admirable. Using the Q-sort
technique for sorting various counseling tasks, Schmidt was able to determine
the type of tasks the counselor was now performing and type that he felt he
should not perform , and the type that the counselor would prefer to perform.
The results of the study indicated that the counselor was generally
doing those things he thought he should be doing.

These tasks involved

counseling students on vocational and educational planning , counseling students
wi.th personal or social problems, interpreting test results to individual students,
maintaining occupational and educational information, and identifying exceptional
students.

The counselors considered attendance work, audio-visual supervision,

police liaison, counseling adults in the community, research on teacher's classroom t.ests , preparing transcripts for college admission , and substituting for
the principal or teachers to be responsibilities least like the counselor's actual
role.

The ideal role was preceived by counselors especially to include: the

counseling of students wi.th personal and social problems , vocational and educational counseling , making test interpretations to individuals, identifying
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exceptional students , and interviewing teacher- referred students.
Research in the area of the counselors role during 1962 and 1963
confirm the findings of earlier studies, and in addition tend to give more
emphasis to counseling students with personal and social problems (11, 77).
This trend of counseling students with personal and social problems seems to
have gained considerable emphasis since 1959. It would also appear th.at more
of the administrative and teacher-type tasks or functions have been slowly
dropped from the actual role that the counselor is performing.
The bulk of the studies and literature in 1963 were devoted to the
personal qualities of the counselor and to the influence of the public on the role
of the counselor (48, 78, 16, 46, 74, 21).
In 1964 the American School Counselor Association published a proposed
statement of policy for secondary school counselors (3).

Within this proposed

statement is a section concerned with the counselor role responsibilities.

This

is probably the most comprehensive set of standards or guidelines ever
published in an effort to unify the public school counseling effort.
The policy statement describes the role of the school counselor in this
manner: The school counselor's primary role is in counseling. All other roles
that he may assume from time to time should be supportive of his primary role.
This role is subdivided into ten areas including, planning and developing the
guidance program of the school, counseling students as individuals or as
groups, making pupil appraisals, assisting pupils with educational and vocational
planning , coordinating the referral procedures, assisting students with both
educational and vocational placement, assisting parents in understanding pupils,
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consulting with other staff members , conducting research in guidance and promote
public relations with respect to the guidance program.
Each of these broad areas of responsibility listed above is subdivided
into from three to seven specific tasks per area.

The total of 48 specific tasks

indica tes the depth of the responsibilities the school counselor may have. No
mention is made of teacher or administrator like tasks which have been found in
listings of actual role performance in previous literature. Even with this
restriction, it appears that the school counselor has almost more responsibilities
than he can possibly spread himself thin enough to cover adequately.

Synthesis and Summary of the Review of Literature

In the years preceeding 1947, the most likely persons to become school
counselors or deans of s tudents (as they were sometimes called) were practicing
teachers who held some interest in this type of work. It was not longuntil
teaching experience was looked upon as the avenue by which one became prepared
to advance into the role of counselor or dean.

Counselor certification at its

inception, required that which successful counselors had possessed.

Thus

teaching experience was one of the first prerequisites for counseling and counselor
certification.
As the need for school counselors became more intense, more emphasis
was placed on the counselor preparation programs . By 1949 , several professional
organizations had formulated some basic considerations in terms of academic
study and previous work experience.

One state after another adopted counselor

certification requirements which required teacher certification and teaching
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experience.

Counseling at this time was considered a guidance function involving

primarily educational and vocational guidance and information giving.

Other

tasks in which the counselor was involved were as varied as the number of
counselors.

Most counselors were not certain as to just what were the

responsibilities of their job. It appears from the literature previously cited that
they were "Johnnies on the spot , " who were able and willing to do whatever tasks
needed to be done.

Brewer says that, "The work is essentially individual teach-

ing under conditions inappropriate for classroom instruction. 11 (13 , p. 593)
At the turn of the decade , and the advent of the new field of counseling
psychology, counseling became more interested in the total individual and his
psychological interaction with his environment.

More psychology courses,

especially in personality , assessment, and counseling theory and techniques
became a part of the courses required for a degree and certification. Instead
of counsel of educators lookjng for a common background in professional education, they now looked for a common background in psychology among their
candidates for counseling degrees.
The value of teaching experience and teacher certification for counselors
prior to counselor certification was first questioned when it became apparent
that some pers ons without teaching experience but who had completed the academic
training for counseling were unable to get a job.

The majority of school superin-

tendents indicated in a national study that they preferred not to hire any counselor
despite his academic training if that person had not taught (90).
This situation provided the means by which many of the feelings of the
eounselor educators could be expressed.

Soon several outstanding authorities
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had stated their positions either for or against the prerequisite of teachmg
experience for counse1.or . By 1958 professional organizations had stated an
opimon , some in favor of the r equirement and others recogni" ing the possible
value H might have for c unselo r p reparation.

The two outstanding professional

ounselor orga.onatio _ , ThE' Arne . ican School Counselors Association , and
Division 17 of the American Psychological Association were both presenting
vi.ews whic h WPre oppos mg the mandatory requirement of teaching certification
and experience prior to counselor certification.

Both organizations feel that

other types of experience m ay be just as beneficial to the counselor as teaching
experience , and that basJC kno · ledge of the school program may be achieved by
other mor e beneficial m eanR than tha t of teaching experience.
After reviewing the literature and research on the problem of counselor
education and preparation, Arbuckle indicates that , "We need mo re research to
determine whether or n0t there are specific counselor traits that definitely
contribute in either a positive or a negative way to the total effect of the counseling process." (7 , p. 61.)

Hill and Green published research which indicated

that there were definite differences between guidance workers and teachers in
their kno wledge of human behavior.

They also inferred that other similar differ-

ences would exist in other areas if tested (31). Stoughton suggests that there is
an urgent need for research to determine what the guidance counselor does , the
way that he does it, and what happens as a result (83).
A revie w of the literature concerning the preparation of school counselors
and counselor <..:er.tification has revealed many untested assumptions concerning the
differenees between counselors with prior teaching experience and counselors
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without prior teaching experience .

These differences are assumed to exist

in all areas of role perception and function.

The need for research to deter-

mine what these diffe rences are and the extent to which they exist has been
cited.

Hoyt has proposed a research proposal to assist in this study (37).

CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

Locale of the Study

The present study was undertaken in the State of Utah.

Utah was

selected primarily because of the availability of the subjects and ease with
\\-ilich the data could be collected.

It was apparent that the need for the study

was as applicable to this particular state as to any other state , and could lend
itself very useful , to the professional counselors of the state as well as the
counselor education institutions.
The State of Utah has counselor certifj cation requirements and has
held the power to issue two types of credentials.

The provisional counselor's

certificate was issued until 1963. It required the counselor to be certified on
a two-year basis only , and that he possess at least a minimum of academic
preparation.

This credential was issued to counselors who had completed

th.e academic requjrements for the professional certificate but who had not had
public school teaching ex-perience . Several counselors had been provisionally
certified without teaching certHication or teaching experience.

The state

department is now receiving pressure to change the wording of the requirement
to read that the candidate must have at least two years of public school or other
related school experience .

The professional credential requires completion of

the academie requirements , recommendation by the educational insti.tution, and
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at least two years of previous te aching exper ienee.

Selection of Subjects

All of the secondary pubhc school counselors in the state of Utah
were requested to partlcipate in the study. At the time of the study , the
state was composed of 171. pubJic senior high school counselors and 126 public
junior high school counselors.

The population of public elementary school

counselors was not suffiCient in number to warrant their use in the sample.
In an attempt to control the effects of counseling experiences the
respondents will be divided into three major groups according to their counseling experience.

Group A will consist of counselors having less than one year of

counseling experience.

Group B "Will contain the counselors having from one to

five years of counseling experience : Group C will be composed of counselors
having over five years of counseling experience. Each of the major groups
will then be divided into three subgroups according to the number of years of
teachlng experience the subject has prior to their assuming the position of a
counselor. Subgroup 1 of each of the major groups will be composed of
counselors having no teaching experience. Subgroup 2 of each of the major
groups will consist of counselors with from one to five years of teaching
experience ; while subgroup 3 of each major group will contain counselors with
over five years of public school teaching experience.
The Assessment Instrument
The first phase of the questionnaire was developed by the wri ter and
follows the patterns set by previous research by Hitchcock (34), Tooker (86),
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and especially Harmon and Arnold (10 , 29 , 30). The counselors were asked
to indicate by number , the amount of course work they had completed in the
area of gu.idance and counselmg"

Next they were asked to rate the value of

these courses on a 1 to 5 s cale in terms of their helpfulness in preparing them
to be more effective counselors " The third task of the first phase was to indicate by check mark the course which the respondent felt should have been given
greater emphasis in the counselor education program.
The second phase of the questionnaire was largely developed by
Lyle D. Schmidt of Ohio State University (72) . It consisted of a list of 50
tasks characteristic of those found in research by Dugan (18), Arnold (9),
Hitchcock (34), and several others (59 , 6 7, 85). Schmidt obtained his i terns
from a universe of guidance activities and responsibilities developed for use
i n counselor role definition by Tenny son (85) .

The sources of Tennyson's state-

ment included textbooks , job analyses , professional committee's and organization's reports on duties and responsibilities of counselors, statements of
counselor duties prepared by state departments of education or specific school
systems, and his own experience as a counselor"
The actual selection of the items to be included in Schmidt's instrument was made by three Ph" D.' s with training and experience in guidance
and counseling.

The selections were made on the basis of five categories of

responsibilities often observed in the literature.

The five categories were:

assistance to students , assistance to teachers , assistance to administration,
assistance to parents and community, and research assistance to the school.
This instrument has been proven to be effective for research on counselor's
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role description and identiflCations.
Each counselor was asked to rat . the 6 0 items on the questionnaire
according to three aspects of role perception.

First, they were asked to

rate each task considering the extent. to which they felt skillful or comfortable
in handling such a case. Se cond , they were asked to rate the e tent to which
they were not performing eaeh of the tasks.

Third , they were asked to rate

the extent to which it is especial y important that the public school counselor be
effective in handling each of the tasks listed in the questionnaire.
Th e third phase of the questionnaire was composed of 24 questions concerning biographical data , work experience , academic records , degree , and
certificati.on information, professional obligations , and one extensive question
concerning the respondents opinion of the effects of teaching experience on
counseling effectiveness. Space was provided for any additional comments
which the respondent may have wished to include.

The full form of the question-

naire may be seen in Appendix A.
Three different forms of the questionnaire were developed.
contained the same questions , arranged in three different orders.

These forms

Form I of the

questionnaire presented phase 1 , phase 2 , and then phase 3. Form II of the
questionnaire presented the phases starting with phase 2 first , then phase 3,
and phase !last. Form
last.

In presented phase

3 first , then phase 1, and phase 2

The i terns within each phase were presented in each form in a different

random order to avoid the effects of serial ordering.

The format of the

question..naire was designed in such a manner as to make objective scoring and
quantitative expression of absolute or relative values possible.
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Prior to the final printing of the questionnaire . it was presented to a
pilot group of graduate students in counseling and psychology.

The s tudents

were asked to respond with sugge s tions concerning eomprehensiveness of the
directions , clarity of the directions and questions , amount of time taken to
fill out the questionnaire , subtlety of the approach concerning the hypothesis,
interest developed by the introduction and the mechanical aspects of recording
the response.

On the basis of these suggestions the forms were refined , and

several weaknesses were corrected.

Procedure

After the questionnaire had been tested on the pilot group , and subsequently refined , it was p rinted up in three final forms.

An alphabetical list

of all the secondary school counselors in the State of Utah was drawn up from
the listing found in the 1963-64 Utah Public School Directory (76) . Each of
these counselors was sent a copy of the questionnaire and a stamped, return
addressed envelope.

The form of the questionnaire to be sent to each counselor

was determined by random selection froma shuffled pool containing all three
forms.

In all, 297 questionnaires were sent out, one to each counselor in the

secondary schools of Utah.
The questionnaires were sent out to the public school counselors at
an optimum time, May 9 , or two weeks before the close of school for the summer
vacation.

This was considered optimal because of the fact that counselors must

work for an extended two-week period after the close of school.

During this

time they are usually concerned with research and evaluation of the years work;
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and p rogramming of tbe gmdan.c8 servkes for

thf':

ne

·t

ye ar. Jt was , therefore,

c:o. sidered that the counselors would have suffH'.it·r1t time ar'd mterest to complete
the questionnaire , an.d that thP phases 0f the questionnaire mjgbt s rve as a
helpful guide to a more a c 'urate evaluati n of the.i r own - -ark.
The qut>stionnaire .vas sent out under the name of the present writer and
through the return address {by permission of the Co rdmator) of the Counseling
and Testing , Utah State l 'mversit;y , since the wrlter was as soci.ated wi.th the University Counseling Centf'r. lt wa intended tha t th1s would lend importance and
greater significance to the study. A return dead 1me of June L thrAe weeks later
was suggested.
It was felt that more honest and sincere answers to the questionnaire

would be received if it were to be returned anonymm1sl.v .

This pr•)('edure compli-

cated the foHow-u p on. the persons not returmng thf' questionnaire since it was
impossible to determi ne from whom returns had been receJved.

However , after

three weeks , a letter was sent to one counselor i11 each of the larger high schools
encouraging them to follo - up on the return of the questionnaire . Most of the
counselors receiving this foll oli' -up Jet1er w-ere acquaintarwt>s nf the re -3 earcher.
The follow-up letter

~,vas

not sent to all of the co-unselors due to the lack of funds.

As the questiorwaires returned , an accurate count

number returning each da;y. Dunng the f1rst week

wa~

made of the

144 or 72 percent of the

questionnaires returned we re receiv ed. Onl ' 1. l. or app r o\imateJy 2 percent of
the t0tal returned were received aftEr the fol10'fi, -up Jetter.

An

ccurate count

of the nu mber returned each day was kEpt in terms of the type of background experience indicated by the responding counsP: ..or.
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The data was then taken fr om the questio nnaires and pt.tnehed into
L B . M. processing cards.

By use

f the LB . M. l 4C l computer , the data was

tabulated and analyzed , and the "t\vpotheses tested by
procedures.

~ppropriate

statistical

CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

Introdu ction

The findings of this study will be reported under three maj or headings:
(a) the counselor's perception of hi s academic prepara tion ,

~b )

the counselor' s

perceptions of his role in the public school , and (c) the counselor ' s opinions
concerning certification and preparation requirements. In the analysis of
the counselor ' s perceptions of his academic preparation , several subheadings
will be presented as follows: (a) the type and number of sources taken by

counselors, (b) the rating as to the value of the course in the counselor
preparation, and (c) the courses which the counselor feels should have been given
greater emphasis.

The counselor's perceptions of his role in the public schools

will also be considered under three sub,headings : (a) the rating of how effective
the counselor is on the 50 guidance tasks commonly listed by survey s of
guidance counselors , (b) the rating of the extent to which the counselor is now
performing these guidance tasks, and (c) the rating of the guidance tasks that
the counselor feels should be performed effectively .

The results of the

counselor's opinions on certification and preparation requirements will be
presented in terms of the specific questions asked in the questionnaire.
The results of this study have been compiled from the 199 questionnaires
that were returned.

This represents a return of 67 pe:rcent of the 296
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questionnaires that were s ent out.

Three percf.nt of those returned were not

usable because of incompleteness r) r refusal.
the research .

rJf

thf': resprmdent to J arhcipate in

Thus thf, st1ldy reports thf' da1a comJ-:lled from the 64 percent

return of the questionnaire .
In an attempt to control the effects of

1 01

trsehng e'><.pErience the

respondents were divided into three major groups acc-ordi ng to their co1mseling
experience.

Group A consisted of counselors who had bad less than one year of

cnunseHng experience.

Group B contained. ihf' cou.nselors wbn had had from one

to five years of counseling experience; Group C was composed of counselors
who had had over five y ears of counseling experience. Eaeh of the major groups
were then d.ivi.ded into three subgroups aceording to the number of years of
teaching e:x:perienee the subject had had pnor to a.ss1;rrung his positJ0n as a
counselor.
Subgroup l of each of the major groups was composed of counselors
who had had no teaching experience ; Subgroup 2 of each of the major groups
was composed of counselors with from one to five years of teachmg e)lperience;
Subgroup 3 of each m ajor group contained counselors with over ftve years of
teaching expenence.
The subgroups were cons tituted as follows :
Group A (less than one year of counseling exper]enre )
N=lO

Subgroup A-1 no teaC'hJng expehence
A-2 one to five y ears teaching experience

N=55

A-3 over five · ears teachmg

N=42

~\.pedence
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Su bgJ: oup B -1 no teach.mg f>l<:peri enc(-'

Group

N=19

B-2 one to fJvP yt ::tr ~ te e:u htog t:-"\per.i en<"e

N=15

B- 3 over fivE- years teachmg e --T-'fri nee

N:;::;32

. {over fhe J>ears of couns !mg E'Yf..t'rleace)

Subgroup C- 1 no teac·hi:ng experi ence
C- 2 one to five yea rs

t

N=l O

aching exJJenencP

C-3 over five years teach1ng

t-l<f~' rH"ilc·P

N=13
~= 24

This made H possJbL to contr( " the effects of counsel1 Qg experience
and to determine the diffe:rence , if a ny , among the subgroups of each m aj or
group whi ch m ay have been attTibltted to tFaching

e.:><p(~rience.

The findings of the study revealed no sig-mfH' ao t difference among the
nine basic subgroups in terms of 1he type an d number of courses taken.

The

course work that m jght have b en taken by cou.nselors 1n their academic preparation was grouped into three majo r core area.s :

co~msebng

and te ttng , education,

and p sy chology,
The counselmg and testing core included cou.r ses
guidance , and testing·.

j ~t

coun><eling ,

The education core i.ncJuded r"ourses wHh an emphasis

on l earning , and preparation for teach ing

cerbfic.~ ti o.n.

was composed of courses dea1.ing more specific fl. ,·
logical developm ent , abnormal

beh~vior ,

ta ught by the p s ycholog,y depart m ent.

e tc.

yvj th

The pRychology core
personal tiy , psycho-

The % coursPs ar·e generally
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The mean number of courses taken in each core area by counselors
in each of the various subgroups has been presented in Table 1. An examination
of the number and type of courses taken by counselors in Subgroup A -1 appears
to represent the academic preparation of typical counselor who has had no
teaching experience and less than one year of counseling experience.

The

academic preparation of counselors in each of the other subgroups is also
representive of the typical counselor who is characterized by the amount and
type of experience of that particular subgroup.
In order to determine the extent to which there may be and differences
among the various subgroups in terms of the type and amount of courses
taken, the standard error of the difference between the means and the resulting
T-ratios were computed.

The results of these tests for significant mean differ-

ences are found in Table 2. Inasmuch as there were no significant differences
found among any of the subgroups , one might assume that the counselors have
taken approximately the same type and number of courses in each core area
regardless of their pre-counseling experience.

In other words , no differences

in the type and number of courses taken can be attributed to teaching experience
prior to counseling.
Table 3 presents the mean number of courses taken by counselors in
all of the subgroups together . It would represent the mean academic preparation
of the average counselor in the State of Utah. It would appear that the courses
taken by counselors corresponds rather closely to the requirements for counselor
certification.

Tabl e 1.

The m ean number of courses taken in each core area by counselors in each of the various subgroups

-

-

SubgE_oups
C ourse title

A- 1

A-2

A- 3

B -1

B-2

B-3

C-1

C-2

C -3

C ounse ling and Testing Core
C ounse ling theory
Counse ling techniques
Educationa l and voc . i nformation
C ounse ling p r a cticum
Group counse ling or guidance
Guidance se m i nar
C ase s tudy m ethods
Administration of gu idance
P sychome trics
Individual testing
Tes ting practi cum

1. 80
. 75
1. 20
. 40
.30
. 00
. 25
.80
. 70
. 74
.60

1. 4 0
1. 3 8
l. 0 7
. 46
. 69
. 21
. 75
. 88
l. 15

2. 30
l. 90
1. 30
1. 50
. 76
.88
.50
. 77
1. 0 5
1. 2 0
. 80

1. 65
1. 62
1 25
L 37
.6 0
.44
.4 7
1. 10
1. 12
. 49
1. 00

2 . 00
2 . 05
1. 23
. 76
. 99
. 87
. 50
. 51
1. 35
1. 00
. 64

2.00
2.80
1. 55
1. 00
2 . 00
1. 85
1. 20
. 80
1. 80
. 82
1.40

2.85
2 .28
1. 57
1. 70
l. 14
l. 55
. 70
l. 09
1.71
1. 60
1. 2 6

2 . 00
2. l ,
2 .5 3
L 04
I. 38
1 , 2:i

. 53
. 74

2 . 27
1. 54
1. 18
.81
. 86
. 45
.50
. 72
. 94
. 59
.2 7

Educ ation core
R esear c h methods
Diagnosi s of learning difficultie s
R e medial te aching techniques
Stati stics
E xceptional c hildre n
E ducational p yschology

1. 15
. 00
. 00
1. 30
. 00
1. 45

. 84
. 15
. 07
. 88
.30
1. 23

. 62
.40
. 36
. 69
. 58
2. 27

1. 08
.4 0
. 30
1. 12
1. 30
1. 80

1. 05
.4 5
l. 15
1.11
.3 7
1. 24

. 72
.21
. 17
. 74
. 52
2.29

1. 05
.20
.55
1. 15
1. 5 0
2.40

. 90
. 26
.85
. 95
1. 12
2. 71

. 50
.30
. 76
, 55
. 69
2 . 23

,7;1

'84
L 36
1. 46
. 72

c.n
c.n

Table 1 .

Continued

Subgrou_Qs
Course titl e

A-1

A=2

?sychology Core
Child psychology
Personality theory
Adolescent psychology
Theories of learning
Mental health or hygiene
Personality analysis or diagnosis
Experimental psychology
Physiological psychology
Abnormal psychology

1.40
1. 10
1. 00
. 68
. 65
. 45
.20
. 00
. 00

. 73
1. 30
. 85
1. 06
. 76
. 29
. 23
. 22
. 83

A-3

.63
.90
.95
. 89
. 71
. 54
. 04
. 03
.22

B~ 1

B-2

B-3

C-J

C-2

. 89
.90
1. 10
1. 00
. 70
.20
.49
. 29
. 78

. 36
1. 14
. 50
. 48
. 24
. 35
. 00
. 12
. 25

. 82
1.11
. 80
. 78
. 88
. 22
. 16
. 20
. 23

1. 46
1. 60
1. 48
1. 4 5
1. 42
.40
.65
.60
. 78

1. 28
1. 00
1. 10
.84
.57
. 16
.14
.28

. 71

C-3

1. 05
1. 0 7
1. 06

. 74
1. 46

. 40
. 24
. 23
.61

01
0")

Table 2.

Differences among the subgroup means in tE-rms of the mean number of courses taken in specHic
core areas

Gr oups being
compared

-

Counseling core
Mean
Diff.

A-1
A-2

.69
.85

A-1
A-2

.69
1. 04

A-2
A-3

. 85
1. 04

B- 1
B-2

1. 62
1. 38

B-1
B-3

1. 62
l. 48

B- 2
B-3

T.

Education core
Mean
Diff.

1. 32

.65
.57

. 66

.65
. 82

.19

.77

.57
. 82

.24

.27

1. 00
.87

.14

.53

1. 00
. 77

1. 38
1.48

.10

.42

C-1
C-2

2.14
2.18

.04

C- 1
C-3

2.14
1. 93

.21

C-2
c 3

2.18
1. 93

.16
. 35

.25

T.

Psychology core
T.
Mean
Diff.

. 36

.60
.69

. 09

.47

. 55

.60
.54

. 06

.31

. 25

.08

.69
.54

.15

.09

. 13

. 47

.70
.38

. 32

2.25

. 33

. 06

.70
.58

.12

.78

.87
. 77

. 10

. 29

. 38
. 58

. 20

.78

. 09

L14
1.11

. 03

. 70

1. 09
.67

.42

2.06

. 54

1.14
.80

. 34

. 80

1. 09
. 76

. 33

1. 62

. 75

1.11
.80

. 72

.67
. 76

. 09

.68

. 08
. 17

.31

None of the differences are significant at the . 01 or . 05 level
01
-.:]
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Table 3.

Rank
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10 .

11.
12 .
13 .
14.
15 .
16 .
17.
18 .
19 .
20 .
21.
22 .
23.
24 .
25.
26 .

The rank order of academic courses taken by Utah counselors in
terms of the mean frequency
Course title
Counseling Theory
Educational Psychology
Counseling Techniques
Educational and Voc . Information
Psychometrics
Personality Theory
Statistics
Counseling Practicum
Group Guidance or Counseling
Adolescent Psychology
Individual Testing
Child Psychology
Theories of Learning
Mental Health or Hygiene
Testing Practicum
Guidance Seminar
Administration of Guidance
Research Methods
Exceptional Child
Case Study Methods
Remedial Teaching Techniques
Abnormal Psychology
Personality Analysis and Diagnosis
Diagnosis of Learning Difficulties
Experimental Psychology
Physiological Psychology

Mean frequency
1. 97
1. 95
1. 82
1. 41
1. 22
1.14
1. 01
1. 00
. 95
. 94
. 93
. 92
. 91
.84
. 83
.81
. 79
.78
.69
. 62
.47
. 46
. 36
.27
. 23
.21
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Analysis of Value Ratjngs

The s econd phase of the counselor ' s perceptions regarding their
academic preparation was concerned with their evaluation of certain types of
courses taken.

In this situation each course within each of the three core areas

was given a rating by the counselors with regard to the value of the course in
preparing them to become more effective in their profession.
The mean value rating given courses by counselors in each of the
va r ious subgroups have been p r e s e n ted in Ta le 4. It is difficult to determine
by inspection of the Table, differences, if any, in the value ratings given a
specifi c core of course work by counselors with teaching or non- teaching backgrounds .

Therefore, the standard error of the difference between the means

of each of the va r ious subgr oups wa s computed along with

T-ratio to determine

the s ignificance of any differences found.
Table 5 presents the differences among the various means of the subgroups for each core area. It appears that the counselors within the three
subgroups of Group A, who have had no counseling experience and varied amounts
of teaching experience, differ on their per ceptions of the value of the courses in
two core areas. Subgroup A-1 who had had no teaching experience, rated the
counseling core significantly lower than did both Subgroups A-2 and A-3 who
have had prior teaching experience.

This difference of 1. 28 points on a five

point s cale is signifieant at the . 05 percent level of confidence . Counselors in
Subgroup A- 3, who have had over five years of teaching experience rated the
value of the counseling core . 85 points higher than Subgroup A-2, who had had
from one to five years of teaching.

This differenc e is significant at the . 01

Table 4 .

The mean value rating given courses by counselors in the various subgroups

Course title

A-1

A-2

A- 3

B-1

B- 2

B-3

C- 1

C-2

C-3

Counseling and Testing Core
Counseling theory
Counseling techniques
Educational and voc . information
Counseling practicum
Group coun.sE:ling or guidanee
Guidance seminar
Case study methods
Administration of guidance
Psychometrics
Individual testing
Testing practicum

3. 75
4. 40
3. 25
0. 00
4. 30
0. 00
2.00
2. 05
4. 31
4.35
0.00

3.90
3. 83
3. 18
3. 56
3. 44
2.66
2. 42
3.66
3.45
4 . 14
3.12

3. 88
3.66
3.68
3. 80
4.18
4.50
3.50
3.21
3. 96
4. 09
4.33

3. 65
3. 62
3.50
3.73
3.33
4.00
3.49
3.37
3.44
3.60
3.16

3. 87
3.57
3. 37
3. 71
3. 25
3. 50
4 . 05
4 . 14
4. 16
4 . 50
3.8 5

3.81
3.75
3.33
4. 00
3. 39
3.42
3.87
3. 44
3. 73
3.76
4.20

4.45
3. 40
3. 80
4 . 20
4 . 00
4.60
4.74
2.50
4 . 10
4 . 15
3.77

3. 75
3. 71
2. 66
4 . 20
3 . 57
4.00
3. 00
3.33
3.70
::l.42
4.40

4 o23
4 . 20
3. 75
3. 72
3. 24
3.55
3. 42
3. 87
3. 90
4 .05
3.33

Education Core
Research methods
Diagnosis
Remedial teaching techniques
Statistics
Exceptional children
Educational psychology

4.00
0.00
0. 00
4.26
0.00
3. 00

2.84
1. 33
1. 50
2.85
3. 00
2. 80

3.30
3.62
3.16
3. 39
4. 08
3. 35

3.95
3.48
2. 33
3.74
3. 90
3.20

4.12
4.00
3. 66
4.11
4. 10
2. 99

3.67
4.10
3.31
3.66
3.74
3.78

3.38
3.20
3.33
3. 60
4.58
3.00

3.50
4.10
2. 60
3.51
3. 65
3.43

3.41
2.60
3. 09
3. 54
3. 77
3.76

0')

0

Table 4. Continued

Course title

A-1

A- 2

A-3

B-J

B-2

B-3

C-1

C- 2

C- 3

Psychology Core
Child psychology
Pers onality theory
Adolescent psychology
Theories of learning
Mental health or hygiene
Personality analysi s or diagnosis
Experi mental psychology
Physiological psychology
Abnormal psychology

3.66
4. 50
3.50
2. 99
4.29
4. 27
0. 00
0. 00
0. 00

3. 62
3. 84
3. 24
3. 28
3. 25
4. 00
2. 99
2. 75
3. 57

3.40
3.75
3. 60
3. 73
3. 42
3. 59
3. 00
3. 41
3.74

3. 43
3. 12
3. 25
3. 11
3. 20
2. 66
2.8 3
3. 66
3. 75

2. 98
3. 00
3. 24
2. 97
2. 95
2. 94
1.. 00
2. 93
1. 50

3AO
4 , 15
3. 41
3 . 69
3. 38
3. 32
3. 00
3. 30
2.50

4 .55
3. 31
4 . 40
3. 75
3. 78
4 .5 0
3. 66
3. 61
4.52

3. 60
3.10
3. 30
2. 40
3. 32
2.75
2. 99
1. 50
3. 13

3. 50
4 . 15
3.83
3. 37
3. 82
3. 73
3.25
4 . 00
3. 74

O'l
I-"

Table b .

Differences among the subgroup means in te rms of the mean value r a ti.ng given r ourses i:n each
core a r ea vvi.th respect to the adequa r y of the c ours e in preparing the counsel or to becom e more
e ffective

Counseling core
Groups being
c ompared
Me an
DifL

T.

Mean

. 71

1. 86
2.36

Educatjon core
DifL

T.

Mean

. 50

. 60

2. 54
3.34

. 80

1. 26

A-1
A-2

2.56
2. 99

.43

A- 1
A- 3

2 . 56
3.84

1. 28

2.37**

3.43

1. 57

1. 98

2. 54
3.48

. 94

1. 51

A-2
A-3

2.99
3.84

. 85

8.09 >i< *

2.36
3. 43

1. 07

3 . 33**

3 .34
3.48

. 14

. 80

B-1.
B-2

3.50
3.77

. 27

2.00

3. 38
3 . 80

. 42

1. 42

3.18
2. 59

. 59

2.15

B-1
B-3

3.50
3.63

. 99

3. 38
3.66

1. 02

3.18
3.32

.14

.68

B-2
B-3

3.77
3.63

. 08

3. 80
3. 66

. 06

2.59
3. 32

.27

.93

C-1
C- 2

3.86
3.57

.10

3. 48
3. 45

. 03

.10

3.97
2.91

1. 06

C-1
C-3

3.86
3. 71

. 07

3.48
3. 31

. 17

.61

3.97
3.67

. 30

1. 42

. 06

3. 45
3.31

.14

. 55

2.91
3.67

. 76

3.15**

1. 86

.13

.14
. 29
.15

C-2
3.57
C- 3
3. 71
.14
*Significant at the . 01 level
**Signific ant at the . 05 level

<

28

. 14

3.84*

0:>
~
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lev e l. of confidence. Subgroup A-3 also rated the education core 1.. 07 points
higher than Suhgroup A-2 , a difference significant at the . 05 level.
It appears then that counselors with over ftve years of previous

teaching E-xperi ence have given courses in counseling and education higher
value r a tings than counselors with from one to five years of prior teaching
, x_p erience and also counselors wHhout prior teaching experience.
There were no signifjcant differences among the subgroups of Group
R

Essentially , it appears that counselors with from one to five years of

counseling experience have rated the courses in each core area about the same
regardless of their pre-counseling experiences.
The counselors in Group C, who have had more than five years of
counseling experience , rated the courses in the counseling and education cores
approximate ly the same.

However, Subgroup C-1 , who had had no teaching

experience , rated the psychology core higher than Subgroup C-2, who had had
from one to five years of such experience.

The difference in the two ratings

of 1. 06 point."J was significant at the . 01 percent level. In the same core area
counselors in Subgroup C-3 , who have had over five years of prior teaching
experience , rated the psychology courses higher than the counselors in Subgroup C-2 who have from one to five years of teaching experience.
difference of 76 _points was significant at the
0

o

This

05 level of confidence.

Thus from the data presented in Table 5 it appears that teaching
experience as relat d in a direct way to the value ratings of counselors, in
that counselors with previous teaching experience appear to have rated courses
in the counseling and educati0n core higher than counselors wi.thout such
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pre-counseling

b~C'kground .

It also appears that counselors without teaching

experience have glven h.igher value ratings to courses in psychology than
counse.tprs 'Who have had such experience.
Th value ratings for each of the specific courses have been presented
in Table 6 as the m ean value ratings of all the respondents.

This Table should

be reflective of the voice of the counselors of the State with respect to the type
of courses they hav e found to be of value in preparing them to become more
effective counselors. Here again the five point rating scale was used, with
5. (10 being the hight:>st possible rating.

Analysis of the Courses Needing More Emphasis

The final phases of the first major section of this investigation is
concerned vdth the specific courses which the counselors of the State regarded
as needing more emphasis in the academic preparation of more effective
public school counselors.

The respondents were asked to check the courses

which they regarded as needing more emphasis in preparing the public school
counselor to do a more effective job.

The results of the survey were tabulated

and m eans for the various subgroups were computed.

Table 7 presents the

tabulation of this data.
In order to determine the effects of teaching experience on the counselor's
pereeption of the courses needjng more emphasis, the standard error of the
difference between eacn of the various subgroup means as computed.

The sig-

nificance of the differences was determined by computing T-ratios between the
standard error of the di.fference and the measured differences between the
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Table 6.

The mean value rating of all of the respondents , in terms of the
adequacy o f the courses taken in preparing the counselor to
beco me mr)re effeC!ti.ve

Rank
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
1 0.
1.

12.
13 .

14 .
15 .
J6.

17 .
18.
19.
20 .
21.
22 .
23 .
24.

25.
26 .

Mean value rating
Individual Testing
Counseling Theory
Psycho metrics
Cm.::nsellng Te c hniques
Statistics
Research Methods
Personality Theory
Child Psycho logy
Group Guidance or Counseling
Adolescent Psychology
Mental Health or Hygiene
Counseling Practicum
Exceptional Cruld
TeBting PraC'ticum
Educa. ional and Vocational Information
Admjnistration of Guidance
Theories of Learning
Case Study Methods
Educational Psychology
Guidance Seminar
Persona.li ty Analysis or Diagnosis
Physi ological Psychology
Abnormal Psychology
Experimental Psyc.hology
Diagnosis of Learning Difficulties
Remedj al Teaching Techniques

A five point scale was used , wHh 5 . 00 being the highest rating

3 .94
3.90
3.81
3.80
3. 65
3.61
3.59
3.58
3.53
3.52
3.44
3.43
3.39
3.35
3.34
3.29
3.28
3.27
3.26
3.23
3.17
2.97
2.96
2. 74
2. 72
2. 56

Table 7 .

The mean num ber of times courses were e hecked by counselors iCidi eati ng the ne ed for m ore e m phasis
Subgr oups

Course title

A- 1

Counseling and Testing Core
CounseliPg theory
Counseling techniques
Educatwnal and Voc information
Coun seling pr acticu m
Group counseling or guidance
Guidance seminar
Case study methods
Administration of guidance
Psychometrics
Individual testing
Testing practicum

. 30
. 60
. 50
. 40
. 60
. 20
. 20
. 30
. 20
. 30
. 10

Education Core
Research methods
Diagnosis of learning difficulties
Remedial teaching techniques
Statistics
Exceptional children
Educational psychology

. 20
. 40
.40
. 20
. 30
. 20

A-2

A-3

. 10
30
. 20

. 20
. 50
. 20
. 30
' 30
. 30
. 20
. 20
10
. 20
. 10

00
. 50
. 20
. 00
. 30
. 20

. 20
. 30
. 30
. 20
. 20
. 10

. 20
.5 0
.5 0

. 30
. 70
. 40
. 20

. 30
<

0

<

B-1

,40

B-2

B-3

C- 1

.5 0

.40

. 90
. 50
. 20
. 30
' 30
. 50
. 30

. no
. 20
. 20
. 20
. 20
. 40
. 30

00
. 30
. 10
. 30
. 30
. 10
. 10
. 10
.20
. 20
10
<

. 30
. 50
. 30
. 10
. 20
. 10
10
. 30
. 20

. 10
. 60
. 40
. 10
. 40
. 30

. 20
. 30
. 40
. 20
. 20
. 40

. 10
. 20
. 10
. 10
.20
. 00

. 10
20
. 20
. 10
. 20
. 30

. 90
o60

. 30
. 70

.so

0

. 10
. 30

<

<

C-2

. 10
. 20
. 10
. 20

C- 3

<

10

~ 30

. 20
. 00
.lO
. 00
. 20
. 10

. 20
, 20
, 30
. 00
' 00
. 10
. 10
. 30
. 10

. 10
. 10
' 10
' 10
. 10
. 00

. 00
. 20
10
. 00
. 10
. 10

, 30

<

0)
0)

Table 7 ,

Continued ,
Subgroups

Course title
Py schology Core
Child psychology
Personality theory
Adolescent psy chology
Theories of learning
Mental health or hygiene
Personality analy sis or di.agnosis
Experimen tal psychology
Physiological psychology
Abnormal psychology

A- 1

, 20
. 60
. 60
.3 0
. 30
. 40
. 10
. 10
. 30

A-2

. 20
, 30
.5 0
. 20
. 30
. 40
. 10
.20
. 40

A-3

. 20
, 3()
. 30
. 10
. 30
. 30
. 10
. 00
. 10

B-1

. 30
,5 0
. 8()
. 30
. 50
. 50
. 20
.3 0
' 50

B-2

' 10

AO
. 50

. 30
. 30

AO
. 10
. 00
. 30

B-3

. 30
' 30
.40
' 10

. 20
. 20
. 10
. 10
. 40

C'- 1

, 30

. 20
. 30
. 20
' 20

, 30
. 00

. 00
.3 0

C-2

0

.I (J

. 20
. 20
10
. 10
. 10
.0 0
. 00
. 10
0

C-3

' 00
. 10
. 20
. 20
' 10

. 10
. 00
. 00
.10

a:>
-l
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various subgroup responses.

This data is presented in Table 8, and reveals

seven significant differences.
The counselors in Gr oup A , who have had less than one year of
couns eling experience and varied amounts of teaching experience, appear to
agree on the courses needing more emphasis in each of the three core areas.
None of the slight differences among the s ubgroups of Group A were statistically
significant.
In Group B, counselor Subgroup B-1, who have had no teaching experience, would request ne arly twice as much added emphasis to counseling courses
as ·would Subgroup B-2 , who had had over five years of teaching experience.
Both subgroups have had from one to five years of counseling experience.

The

difference between the means of the two subgroups of 2. 5 7 was significant at
the . 01 percent level.

Subgroup B-1 was also requesting more emphasis for

course in the psychology core than either Subgroup B-2 or B-3.

These latter

differences were 1. 6 7 and 2. 00 respectively and were significant at the . 05
percent level.

Counselors with from one to five years of teaching experience

Ln Subgroup B-2 would request more emphasis for the education core than
wo uld counsel ors in Subgroup B-3 who have had more than five years of teaching experie11ce.
In Group C, the counselors in Subgroup C-1, who have had no teaching
experience, would request more emphasis for the education core and the
psychology <:ore than those counselors of Subgroup C-2 , who have had from one
to five years of teaching experience.

Subgroup C-1 would also request more

e mphasis in the psychology core than t he counselors of Subgroup C-3 who have

Table 8.

Differences a mong the subgroup means in terms of 1he mean number 0f tl mes courc::es were
checked by counselors indicating the need for more emphasis i.u r'er t.aht ccrf. areCls 0f C')UYSP
work

Groups being
Connseling core
compared
Mean
Diff.

T.

Mean

Education core
Diff.

-

~~yeb o.Logy

T.

Mean

3.22
2.88

A-1
A- 2

3. 72

3.36

.36

.40

2.83
2.00

. 83

l. 03

A- 1
A-3

3.73
2.36

1. 36

1. 70

2.83
2.16

•

6"

1. 42

A-2
A-3

3.36
2.36

1. on

.19

2.00
2.16

.16

B-I
B-2

4.90
3.18

1.71

1. 93

3.16
2.83

B-1
B-2

4.90
2.33

2.5 7

3.53*

B-2
B-3

3.18
2.33

.85

1. 35

C-1
C-2

2.18
1.72

C-1
C-3

2.18
1.72

.46

. 98

.83

C-2
C-3

1. 72
1.72

. 00

. 00

. 83
. 83

1. 18

T.
.48

1. 88

1. 34

1. 95

. 20

2.88
1. 88

I. 00

1. 85

.33

. 40

4.33
2. 66

1. 67

2.39**

3.16
1. 16

2.00

2.55**

4.33
2.33

2.00

3.07**

2.83
1.16

1. 67

3.56**

2.66
2.33

. 33

.47

3.06**

2.00
.88

1.12

2.44* *

1. 00

2.50

2.00
.88

1.12

2.44**

. 00

. 00

.88
. 88

. 00

3.22
I

. 83

1. 00

1. 83

*Significant at the . 01 level
**Significant at the . 05 level

core

. 34

1. 83

.46

D1ff.

.00
0')

c:o
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had over five years of teaching e _perience. All three of the differences were
signHieant at the . Ou percent leveL
had over five years

The counselor subgroups of Group C have

f eounseling experience.

Thus it would ap_r:.ear that the counselor' s desire to have had more
mphasis given to a 1 three C'ore areas , as presented in Table 8, was inversely
relatE·d to their years of teaching experience prior to becoming counselors.
That is , c u.n selors without teaching experiP-nce requested that more emphasis
be. g:iven for the core areas more oftPn than did counselors with prior teaching
e.xperience.

This was espemally true in terms of the psychology core.

In Table 9 the rank order of courses checked by the counselors of all
of the subgroups has been presented.

The listings on this Table will indicate

to the reader the number of resp_onses each course was given by the counselors,
i '1 terms of the emphasis which the course should have been given , in order to

prepare them to be more effective public school counselors.

Counselor ' s Perception of His Role

The first aspect of this section of the study is concerned with the
counselor ~ s

perceptions of how skillful he felt in handling the various tasks

that ,;vere listed on the survey. An analysis of variance among the nine counselor
subgroups , in terms of each of the 48 different counseling or guidance tasks ,
was computed.

The significance of differences between each of the subgroup

mean ·was determined by the use of " t. " The findings of the anal sis reveals
six tasks in which the subgroups differ significantly in the way they rate their
own skill in handling these guidance tasks.

These differences may be observed
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Tab le 9.

Rank

Th e descend)rLg rank ·-rder of courses checked by the counselors
of all the subgroups , a s the eourses needing more emphasis in
prepa ring them t o become better public school counselors
Ti tlP c-f course

Responses

--·-- -·- -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13 .

14 .
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22 .
23.

24.
25 .
26.

CounsPli.r..g Te c hniques
Group C unsE:ling o r Guidance
Adolescen.r Psychology
EducatiorJ.a.l and Vocational Information
Counsell ng Practicum
Persc•nall ty Theory
D1agr.osis 0f Learning Difficulties
Personality Analysis or Diagnosis
JndivHiw:J. Tes ting
Abn rmal Psychology
Men t al Health or Hygi.0ne
Exceptional Childrer<
Rem €di al Teaching Techniques
<Juidanc Seminar
Cou:nseilng Theory
Admini tra ti.on of Guidance
Theories of Learning
Chtld Psychology
Educational Psych ology
Testing Prac.ticum
C as e Study M.e th ods
Psyc ho me tric s
Stati.stks
Resear c b Methods
Experimental Psychology
Physiologil'.ti Psychology

The total number of responses po ssible was 196

180
170
146
126
116
114

108
104
102
94
88
78

74
73

68
67

66
62
52

51
50
40
38
37

24
22
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i n Table 1.0 m

luch the i.::Jsks are presented along wHh the significance of the

f'ubgro:J.p differenc·es o OnJ two of these differenees appear to be a function
of te)l.chj ng e11.-per it".oce.
Counselors in Gr oup A , wi th over five years of counseling experience,
dlffered tn ter me. of hew tr.ey rated their own skillfulness in conferring with
probation and parole offic ers.

Counselors in Subgroup C-1 , who have had no

teaching e· pe rien e , rate d their skillfulness on this task 1. 59 points higher
than coun selors in Subgroup C- 3 , who have had over five years of teaching
experience o This difference was signHicant beyond the . 05 leveL

Counselors

in Subgroup C - 1. also rated themselves 1. 55 points more skillful in conducting
interviews with students when they drop out of school than the counselors with
from one tn five years of teaching experience in Subgroup C-2. Subgroup C-3
also rated them,::>elves L 76 points more skillful than Subgroup C-2 in conducting
interviews wi th students when they drop out of schooL Both of these latter
differences are significant beyond the . 05 level.
The r e mainder of the differences reported in Table 10 appear to have
been a function of the number of years of counseling experience , and not directly
related to teaching e:xperience as were the differences reported above.

They

have onty been reported as differences between various subgroups identified by

thi.s investi gati on and as such we re not related to the hypotheses of the siudy.
The seeond aspec t of this phase of the study is concerned with the
counselor ' s perceptl.on of the klnds of guidance or counseling tasks performed
while in the position of a puhli . school counselor.

The findings of the survey

were tabulated into the same nine subgroups and the differences between the

Table 10.

Analysi::> o f the counse .lor 1 s raiings of their own skillfulness in
handling guidan.ce or e u nseling tasks

Guidance task

Gr oup

Mean
rating

Mean
diff.

F.

T.

Level

Plan surveys of occup ational
opportunity in the community

B-2
A -3

4.25
2.31

1. 92

2.06

. 86

.05

Cor. . fer with p r obat1on and
parole offic ers

C- J
A-3

4.40
2.81

1. 59

2.73

. 76

.05

C-1
C- 3
B-3

4.40
3 .00
3.00

1.40

2. 73

. 76

.05

Explain sr ar ~dardi z ed test
rf'su1 ts to each student

B-1
C-1

4.90
3.60

1. 30

2 .05

. 56

. 05

Conduct interviews with
students when they dr p out
of school

C- 3
C -2

4.61

1. 76

2.22

. 73

.05

B-3
C-2

4.47
2.8 5

1. 62

2.22

. 73

. 05

C -1
B-1
C -2

4.40
4.40
2.85

1.55

2.22

. 73

. 05

C-1
A-3

4.00
2.00

2 . 00

2.27

. 83

.05

C- 1
A-1

4.00
2.40

1. 60

2.27

. 83

. 05

B -2
A-2

4. 75

1.83

3.01

. 79

. 05

B-3
B-1
A-2

4. 5 0
4. 50
2.92

1. 58

3. 01

. 79

. 05

Di rectly use E mploym ent
Service for students

Plan a schedule of classes
for eaeh student

2.8 5

2.92
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means of these

subgro,~ps

were computed by analysis of variance.

The

significancE- of the differenc-es was computed by using the "t1' method associated

wj tr1 an.

Jysis of varhnce.

The res·uhs of the

anal~vsis

of variance among the subgroups , in terms

of the taskB 1ht> counRelors were performing , revealed that only eight of the
48 guidance tasks we re performed in dlffering degrees by various counselor

subgroups.

Th1s data has been presented in Table 11.

Three of the differences

llsted in the Table can app arently be attributed to teaching experience prior to
counseur~g.

All of these differences related to teaching experience were among the
subgroups of GrolJp C which in<:ludes counselors with over five years of
eounseling experience.

The coun elors of Subgroup C-3, who have had over

five y ear8 of teaching expenence , evaluated the curriculum now offered by the
school more than t\liice as much as counselors of Subgroup C-1 , who have had
no teaehing e:l(,perience.

Counselors in Subgroup C-2 , who have had from one

to five years of teaching experience, also evaluated the curriculum now offered
by the school more than twice as much as the counselors in Subgroup C-1.

These differences were s i.gni fica.c.t beyond the . 05 level.
On the other hand, counselor in Subgroup C-1 , who have not had prior
teaching expenence, dire('tly used the employment service almost twice as
mu has the counselors ilJ Subgroup C-2 , who have had from one to five years
of teaching experience.

Thi.s difference was significant beyond the . 05 level

An inspecbon of the remaining differences presented in Table 11
appear to attnbute to differing amounts of counseling experience.

Table H.

Analys is o f t hE counselor 1 s ratings of the extent to which they are
no·· per forming certain gtiidance counseling tasks

Guidance task
Conduct Follow -up study

Prepare records of grades
of co1Jege admissions

Mean
rating

Mean
diff.

F.

B-1
A-1

2. 70
l. 00

1.70

2 . 00

. 69

. 05

B-1

3.60
1.. 20

2 . 70

2. 96

. 88

.01

3.60
1. 61
1. 61

2 . 23

2 . 96

. 88

.05

B- l
C-2

3 . 60

1. 89

2.96

. 88

. 05

C-3

3.07

1. 67

2 . 07

.85

. 05

Group

A-1
B-1

C-3
A-J

Evaluate th curri ~ulum now
ffu ed by the s hool

1. 71

l AO

Dire ct rese arch studies to
evaluate guidance servi C'es

Gr cup stu.de ts m classes

Significance
T.
Level

A- 2
B-1
C-2
C-1

3. 0
3.00
3. 00
1. 40

1. 60

2 . 07

. 85

.05

BA-1

2. 94
l. 00

1. 94

2 . 20

. 76

. 05

A- 1
A-

2. 84
l. 00

1. 84

2 . 20

. 76

. 05

1. 60

2 . 20

. 76

.05

B-1

2 . 60

A- 1

1. 00

C-2

2.44

2.88

. 84

. 01

A-1

3.84
3.84
3.84
l. 40

A-2
B-1
A-1

3.3 0
3.30
1. 40

1. 90

2.88

. 84

. 05

C-3
B-3

76

Table J L

Conti.m ed

Gmdance task

Group

Significance
F.
Level
T.

Mean
rati.o.g

Mean
difL

3 .40
1. 38

2. 05

2.06

. 79

.05

1. 69

2. 06

. 79

. 05

- - - - - - - - ---·
DirEcHy use mplo~ m ent
Service for stt;d nts

C-1.

A-2

3.40

C-1
C-2
A- 1

1. 71

BA 2

4 . 41
2 . 69

1. 72

2 . 16

. 88

. 05

A-2

2 . 23
.85

1. 38

2. 31

. 67

. 05

1.71

P1 an a schedule of classes

f r

aC"h student

Prepare newspaper articles on
outs t · nding students

, -2

The third section of this phase of the study is concerned wi.th the
c unselors perception of th e kindB of tasks that the public school counselor
should be effective in handling.

The counselors were asked to rate 48 guidance

or eounselir1g tasks in terms of how ffective the typical guidance counselor
should be in handling su( h sit ations. An analysis of variance among the nine
counselor subgro,lps was computed and the significance of differences between
each of tile groups were computed by the use of "t." The results of these
computations have been p resented i.n Table 12.
The differences revealed in this Table again concern the counselor
subgroups wifu Group C, which is composed of counselors who have had over

Table 12. Analysis of the counselor ' s ratings of the extent to which they
sh lLd effe th 1;1 handl e cou:nseling or guidance tasks

Guidance task
Discuss typical studentteacher al tereations arising
out of couns8li.ng , wi th the
principaJ or supe rin tendent

Evaluate the curriculum
now o ffered by the school

onduet in terviews with
students when they drop
out of school

Mean
rating

Mean
diff.

C-1

4.14
2.00

2.14

2.30

. 88

.05

B- 1
A-2
C-1

3.80
.80
2.00

1. 80

2 .30

. 88

.05

C- 3
-1

4. 15
2.60

1. 55

2 .59

. 78

. 05

C-1
C-2

4.80
2. 5 7

2.23

2.59

. 64

.05

B-2
A-1
C -2

4.62
4.62
2. 57

2.0 5

3.32

. 64

. 05

B-3
A- 3
C-2

4. 52
4. 52
2. 57

1. 95

3.32

. 64

.01

C-3
C-2

4.1 5
2. 57

1. 58

3.32

. 64

.05

Group

-2

F.

Significance
T.
Level
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five years of coun seling experience.

Concer:ring the effectiveness of the

counselor in handJing the discussion of typical student-teacher altercations,
arising out of counseling, wi.th the principal or superintendent , the ratings of
Subgroups C- 1 and C-2 differ significantly.

Subgroup C-2 , who had had from

one to five years of teaching experience, rated this task more than twice as high

as the counselors in Subgro1.1.p C-1 , who have had no .prior teaching experience.
The difference was significant beyond the . 05 level.
When asked to rate the extent to which a counselor should effectively
evaluate the curriculum now offered by the school , Subgroups C- 1 and C-3
differ significantly in their responses. Subgroup C 2 , who had had over five
years of teaching experience, rated the task 4. 15 while Subgroup C-1, who
had not had this experience , rated this task 2. 60 which is a difference significant at the . 05 level of confidence.
Concerning the effectiveness of the counselor in conducting interviews
with stud ents dropping out of school , counselors in Subgroup C-1 rated the
task significantly higher than Subgroup C-2.

Subgroup C-1 indicated by their

high rating of 4. 80 that the counselor should effectively conduc t these interviews
while counselors in Subgroup C-2 , who have had from one to five years of
teaching experience, r a ted the task 2. 23 points lower.

This difference which

appears to be attributable to teaching experience was significa nt at the . 01
levE>l.
In orde r to understand the public school counselor in terms of the
types of guida.n ce tasks he feels comfortable in handling , the types of guidance
tasks he now handles , and the types of guidance tasks that he feels the public
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schooi

g-.:~ i.dance

co·,m sel or s hould handle , the average valu6 ratings of all of the

respondents t0 the quesnon..1a1re are presented in Tables 13 , 14, and 1.5 .

Analysis of the Answers to Specific

Questio~

l1 an wer to the q estions concerning the respondents feeling as to

whether 55 qua rter hours of graduate study is more realistic or desirable
than the Master vs degr ee as a requirement for certifi cation , 96 subjects or 51
percent responded affirmati vely, and 90 subjects or 49 percent responded
m'l gatively.
The analysis of the responses by Chi Square indicated that there were
no significant differences between the various counselor subgroups in the way
that they answered this question.

The se results are presented in Table 16.

The second question asked the respondents if they considered teaching
e_xperience to be es ential to public school counselor preparation.
question 80 percent replied negatively.

To this

The Chi Squ are analysis of the responses

to this ques tion as presented in Table 17 reveals that respondents in Subgroups

3 , with over five years of teaching experience at a ll levels of counseling experience , were significan tly m ore in favor of teaching experience than re:spondents
in Subgroups 1 with less than one year of teaching experience.
While 79 percent of the respondents indicated that they felt that the
counselor should be r equired to have a teacher' s certificate , 21 percent felt
that the counselor should not. Again the analysis of the responses by Chi
Square , as presented in Table 18 , indicates that the respondents wHh over
five y e ars of teaehin.g expe r ience were significantly more in favor of this
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Table 13.

The average value ratin.gsa of all the counselors responding to the
questionnaire in term s of how ski llful they feel in handling the 48
guidance tasks 1 sed in this study

Guidan e ta sk
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12 .
13.

14 .
15.
16 .
17.
18.
19.
20 .
21.
22 .
23.

24.

Plan s urveys of occupational opportunities in the
community .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .
Supervise and control the us of test records . . .
Explain standardized test results to each student
Interview students sent to the counselor by the principal
Consider , wi th a teacher. a problem he has with a
student . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Evaluate students achievement with teachers , parents,
and others . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .
Inte rview students sent to the counselor by the teacher
Counsel students on voc-:ttional planning ... . . .
Conduct intervie s with students when they drop
out of school .. . . . . . . .. ... .. ... . . . . . .
Regul arly provide teachers with personal information
about students and their proble m s . . . . . . ... .. .
Counsel students with personal and social problems
Plan a schedule of classes for each student ...
Supervise ar.d cc-ntrol special activities for the
orientation of new students . . . . . . . . . ... .
Counsel the parents of falling students . ... .
Administer individu al tE>sts to students whenever needed .. .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Collect occupational and educational information ..
Counsel parents concerning problems of their child
Collect background inf0rmation on each student ..
Identify studen ts with special learning difficulties .
Group students in classes acco rding to an accepted
criterion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Record notes of in tervie ws with students
Assume a neu tral position in teacher - student
di sagree ments . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . .
Discuss purposes of the guidance program in
teacher ' s meetings . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. .
Diagnosis learning diffi culties of students and
recommend treatment of the same . ... . . . .

Average
rating

4 .81
4.41
4.26
4.13
4 . 09
4.08
4.07
4 . 06
4.04
4 . 03
3 . 99
3.98
3.90
3.86
3.85
3 . 83
3.82
3.80
3. 78
3. 77

3.64
3.62
3.57
3.52
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Table 13.

Continued

l·uidance task
25.

26.
27.
28.
29 .
;30.

31.
32.

33.
34.
3 5.
36.

37 .
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

43.
44.
45.

46 .
4'7.
48.

Average
rating

Explair, the g"Jidance program through talks
Confer with the r.rotatio!l or parole officers
Adv:is e students 'Nhen they ask for advice.
Discuss studer,t- te-a cher altercations with
principal or superintendent " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Routi.n.ely ir.terview tn. .ants a~d/ c r their parents . . . . . . .
Keep up student re('ords for the school office . . . . . . . .
MakE- regular reports of student 1 s work to the principal
Work with ind1vidu.al teachers to develop their
counseling skillB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Collect infor m ation on research for the school . . . . . . . .
Conduct foeow-1.1.p stJdy to determine where
graduates ha re gorte . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Evaluate the ~~urricu lum or the courses offered
Direct research studjes to evaluate guidance . . . . . . . . . .
Help enforce school regulations and discipline . . . . . . . . .
Prepare records of grades for college admissions . . . . . .
Directly use stab? Emr·lo.·ment Services for students
Help students f5nd Jobs .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Represent the teac he r or school in disagreements
Make suggestions to teachers on teaching methods
Make deri ions for incapable students . . . . . . . .
Prepare newspaper a rticles n outstanding students
Conduct re~earch n teaching methods . . . . . . . .
Evaluate it ms on teacher made classroom tests .
Act ::is a lin.k hetwAen school and police on student
invE'stigatjons . . . . . . . . .
Record absences or tardies

aThe ralue ratin12;s are ranked in descending order, on a 5 point scale

3.48
3. 41
3.34
3. 25
3. 18

3. 13
3.11
3. 10
3. 09

3.06
3 . 05
3.00
2.94

2.84
2 . 74
2.69

2.49
2.35
2.32

2.32
2.10
1. 89

1. 86
1. 8 2
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Table 14.

The average value ratinga faa of the counselors responding to the
ql;estionna.in. i:n terms of the extent to which they are now perform1 •.g each of the 4 8 guidanr;e tasks used in this study

Guidance, task
1..
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13 .

14.
15.
16 .
17.
18 .
19.
20.
21.
22.
23 .
24 .

Su:rervise and c ntr c: the use of test records
Assume a neutra~, position .ic.. teacher-student disagreements
Interview students se:r:tt to the counselor by the teachers .
Cm nset studen ts with :r:;·ersonal or social problems . . . . .
Explaw standardi1,ed test r sults to each student . . . . . .
Consider wi th a teacher , a problem he has with a student
Evalu at:e student's achieve me n t \H th teachers , parents,
and others . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Plan a. schedule of classes f r each student
Counse 1. students on vocatio.•1al p lanning . .
Interview s tudents sent to the counselor hy the
principal . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Identify stu dents with special learning difficulties .. .
Reg11larly provide teachers wi th personal information
about students a!!.d their problems . . . . . . . . .
Supervise and control special a ctivities for the
orienta tion of new students ... . . .. ... .. . .
Cm.u1sel parents concerning problems of their child
Counsel the parents of failing s tudents . . . . . . .
Collect occupational and educati nal information
Conduct interviews wi th stu.den ts when they drop
out of school .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . .
Diagr1ose learning difficulties of students and recommend
treatm ent of the same . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . .
Administer individual tests to students when needed
Dire c::t resea rch studies to evaluate guidance . .
R.eeord notes of interviews with students . . . . .
Collect background information on each student
Advise students when they ask for a dvi ce
Group students in classeR arc rding to ar..
accepted riterion . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .

Average
rating
4.19
4. 03
4. 01
4 . 00
3. 90
3. 78

3.72
3. 71
3.47
3.67
3.65
3.54
3. 48
3.47
3. 46
:3. 44
3.39

3.36
3. 35
3.34
3. 33
3.32
3.16
3.15
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Table 14 . Continued

-

Guidance task

25.
26 .
27 .

28 .
29.
30 .
31.

32.
33 .
34 .

35.
36.

37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

42.
43 .
44.
45.
46.
4 7.
48.

-

Routinely iJ1tervie w tru ants and/ or their parents
Explair: the guidance program through talks . . . .
Discuss typical student-teacher altercations arising
out f couns eling. with the principal or the
supe rinter dent . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
Confer ith p roba ti n or paro' e officers . .. .
Help enforc e s chool regulations and discipline
Work with individual teachers to develop their
counse ting skills .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Evalua te the curriculum or the courses offered by
the school . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .
Discuss purposes of the guidance program in teachers
me e tings . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
Keep up student's records for the school office ..
Act as a lm.k between school and police on student
investigations .. . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
Collect informati on on research for the school
Make regular reports of student's work to the
princjpal . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Help students find jobs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Directly use state Employment Services for students
Prepare records of grades for college admissions
applications .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
Represent the teacher or school in teacher-student
disagre6ments .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Plan survey s of occupational. opportunities in the
community . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . .
Make decisi ons for incapable students . . . . . . .
Conduct foll ow-up study . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . .
Mak8 suggestions to teachers on teaching m ethods
Prepare newspaper articles on outstanding students
Record absenees or tardies . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Conduct research on teaching methods . . . . . . . . .
Evalua te items on teacher made classroom tests ..

Average
rating

2.75
2.73

2.69
2.66
2.63
2.61
2.58
2.53
2.52
2.50
2.25
2.23
2.14
2.11
2.07
2.04
2.01
1. 88
1. 84
1. 69
1. 59
1. 57
1. 44

1.15

aThe value ratings are ranked in descending order, on a five point scale
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Table 15 .

The average value ratinga of all of the counselors responding to
the uestionnaire in terms of how effective a counselor should be
in handling each of the 48 guidance tasks used in this study

Guidance ta sk
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10 .
11.
12 .
13.
14.
15 .
16.
17.
18 .
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Supervise and control the use of test records
Explain standardized test results to each student .
Consid r with a tE-acher , a problem he has with a
student . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Identify students with special learning difficulties .
CounsE-l the parents of failing students . . . . . . . .
Conduct interviews with students when they drop out
of school . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Counsel students with personal and social problems
Interview students sent to the counselor by the
principal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Evaluate students achievement with teachers,
parents and others . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .
Interview students sent to the counselor by the
teachers ... . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . .
Counsel students on vocational problems
Supervise and control special activities for the
orientation of new students .. ... . . . . . . . . .
Administer individual tests to students when needed
Counsel parents concerning problems of their child
Regularly provide teachers with personal information
about students and their problems ... .. . . . . . . . .
Diagnose learning difficulties of students and
recomment treatment of the same . . . . . . . . .
Collect background information on each student
Record notes of interviews with students ... ..
Collect occupational and vocational information
Discuss purposes of the guidance program in
teacher ' s meetings . . . . . . . . . ... . .. .
Plan a schedule of classes for each student ..
Explain the guidance program through talks
Group students in classes according to an accepted
criterion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Direct research studies to evaluate guidance . . . . .

Average
rating
4. 54
4. 41
4. 35
4. 31
4. 30
4. 29
4. 28
4. 26
4.22
4.21
4.20
4.14
4.09
4. 04
4.01
3. 99
3.98
3.94
3.91

3.87
3.85
3.84
3.65
3.55
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Tab lEo 1:).

Cor. t.i n·u d

Average
rating

Guidance task
23.

26 .
27.

28.
29.
30.
31.

32 .
33.
34.

35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

Work with individual teachE-rs to develop their
counseling skills . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Confer w1th probation or par ole officers
E va1uate the c:urriculum or the courses offered by
the school . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Advrse students wh .n they a , k for advice
Plan surve s of occupational opportunities in the
community .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
Conduct fonow-up study . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dis cuss typical student-teacher altercations arising
out of courlseling , with the principal . . . . . . . . .
Help students find jobs . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dir ectly use state Employment Services for pupils
CoHect information on res arch for the school
Record absences or tardies
Routinely interview tr1Jants . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Act as a link between school and police on student
investigations . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
Make regular reports of students work to the principal
Prepare reC'ords of grades for college admissions
applications . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Conduct research on teaching methods . . . . . . . . .
Repre sent the teacher or school in teacher-student
disagreements .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Assume a neutral position in teacher-student
disagreements . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Make decisions for incapable students . . . . .
Help enforc·e school regulations and discipline
Keep up students records for the school office
Prepare newspaper articles on outstanding students
Make suggestions to teachers on teaching methods
Evaluate items on teacher made classroom tests ..
0

0

40.
41.
42.

43.
44.
45.
46 .
47.
48.

••

•

• • • • • • • • • • • •

3.52
3.49
3.46
3.47

3.26
3.23
3.13
3 . 02
3.01
2.93
2.87
2.85
2.74

2. 72
2.
2.45
2.41

2.40
2.32
2.29
2.28
2.23
2.14
1. 75

aThe value ratings are ranked in descending order on a five point scale
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Tatle 16 . Chi Square analys1s of answers to the question concerning the
desirability of the MaRter ' s degree for couns elor certification

Subgroup

Years
counsel
e p.

Years
teach
exp .

Degrees
of
freedom

Chi Square

Level of
significance

A-1

0

0

1

. 018

none

A-2

0

1- 5

1

. 018

none

A- :1

0

over 5

l

. 04

none

B-1.

1-5

0

1

. 04

none

R- 2

1-5

1-5

1

. 04

none

B-3

1- 5

over 5

1

. 00

none

C-1

over 5

0

. 43

none

C -2

over 5

1-5

1

. 34

none

C-3

OVt'r

over 5

1

. 018

none

5
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Table 17 . Chi Square analysis of the ans wers to the question concerning the
need of teach.ing expe rience in counselor preparation
Degrees
of
fr eedom

Chi Square

Level of
significance

0

1

. 05

none

0

1-5

1

4.03

. 05

A-3

0

over 5

1

1 7.60

. 01

B- 1

l-

0

1

. 00

none

B-2

1-5

1-5

1

3.28

none

B- 3

1.-5

over 5

1

10.12

.01

C- 1

over 5

0

1

4.05

. 05

C-2

over 5

1-5

1

2. 10

none

C- 3

over 5

over 5

1

6.50

. 05

Subgroups

Years
counse
e:xp.

Years
teach

A-1

0

A-2

exp.

----- ----- - - -- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - -
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Table 18.

Ch1 Square analysis of the answers to the question concerning the
r quire ment that couns elors should be required to have a

teacher ' s eertHicate

Sub groups

v.~ ears
counsel
exp.

Years
teach
exp.

A- .

0

A-2

Degrees
of
freedom

Chi Square

0

1

. 05

none

0

1-5

1

1. 04

none

A-3

0

over 5

1

13.20

B-1

1-5

0

1

. 00

none

B-2

1-5

1-5

1

1. 28

none

B -3

1- 5

over 5

1

10.37

. 01

C-1

over 5

0

1

1. 25

none

C -2

over 5

1-5

1

. 42

none

C- 3

over 5

over 5

1

6. 76

Level of
significance

. 01

. 01
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req1drPment. WhEn asked if tbe publin school counselor should be required
to have actual public school teaching experience prior to certification , 80
percent of the rPS]Jondents agree that counselors have this experience and
20 percent respond&d negatively.

Table 19 presents the Chi Square analysis

of the responses according to the various counselor subgroups. As in previous
questi ns , the counsel rs with over five years of teaching experience responded
ybs more frequently than counselors with less than one year of teaching experience.
When the counselors of the State were asked to indicate the ways in
which teaching experience contributes to counselor effectiveness , all of the
subgroups, with the exception of the three without teaching experience, responded
very nearly t:he same.

The data presented in Table 20 reveals that Subgroups

A-1 , B-1, and C-1 responded differently than each of the other subgroups.
Subgroup B-1 responded differently than Subgroups A-1 and C-1.
In order to determine the meaning of the differences found to exist in
Table 20, another table showing the percent of the counselors responding to
each item in the question is helpful.

The data in Table 21 indicates that

counselers having less than one :year of counseling experience and no teaching
experience were of the opinion that teaching experience would assist the
counselor in getting more support from teachers.

The counselors in Subgroups

A-2 and A-3 , who have had teaching experience , did not agree with Subgroup
A-1 , in that the latter averred that teaching experience would increase interviewing skHls , assist in controlling students , increase counselor acceptance
of all the students , increase understanding of parents, and assist in making
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Table 19,

Ch1 Square a.calysis of the answers to the question concerning the
requirement that counselors should have had public school teaching
experience prior to professional counselor certification

Subgroups

Years
counsel
exp.

Years
teach
exp.

A-1

0

A-2

Degrees
of
freedom

Chi Square

0

1

. 06

none

0

1-5

1

. 65

none

A-3

0

over 5

1

17.82

B-1

1-S

0

1

. 00

none

B-2

1-5

1-5

1

1. 28

none

B-3

1-5

over 5

1

10.37

C-l

over 5

0

1

L 25

none

C-2

over 5

1-5

1

.42

none

C-3

over 5

over 5

1

6. 77

Level of
significance

. 01

. 01

. 01
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Table 20 . Analysis of variance between the nine counselor subgroups in the
way that they responded to the question asking them to check the
ways in which teaching experience contributed to counselor
effect-jveness

Group

Years
cou.nse]
exp.

:ears
teach
exp.

A- 1

0

0

A-2

0

A-3

Significant
mean
differences

Level of
significance
using T test*

2.1

2.6to5.9

. 01
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7.7

3. 0 and 5. 6

. 01

0

over 5

7.9

3. 2 and 5. 8

. 01

B-1

1-5

0

4.7

2 . 6 to 3. 3

. 01

B-2

1 --5

1-5

7.1

2.4 and 5. 0

. 01

B- 3

1-5

over 5

7. 5

2.8and2.6

. 01

C-1

over 5

0

2.1

2. 6 to 5. 9

. 01

C-2

over 5

1-5

8.0

3.3and5.9

. 01

C-3

over 5

over 5

7.0

2. 3 and 4. 9

. 01

*Mean differences

General
group
mean

must be larger than 2. 23 to be significant at the . 01 level

Table 21. The number of responses made by each counsel or subgroup to the question aRking in what ways
teaching experience contributed to counselor effEctiveness

Item

-

-·

A-1

A-2

A-3

Counselor subgroups
B-1

B-2

B-3

C-1

C-2

C- 3

Total

a . Understanding classroom
problems

5

12

22

9

8

17

5

7

1.3

98

b. Sensitivity to pupil
problems

4

12

18

3

5

16

3

7

l(l

78

c . Interview skills

1

2

12

0

1

3

0

3

3

25

d . Control pupils

1

6

10

4

2

9

0

5

3

37

e.

Evaluate pupils

3

9

17

5

5

15

0

6

10

70

f.

Support from teachers

5

9

18

8

8

15

3

7

12
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g . Resentment from teachers

0

2

5

1

3

1

0

3

0

15

h. Pupil accounting

0

3

5

1

1

4

0

2

5

21

i.

Record keeping

1

6

6

2

1

6

0

2

6

30

j.

Accepting all students

2

6

18

1

3

10

0

5

10

45

3

6

15

4

5

12

0

4

6

53

1

9

13

2

3

6

0

6

6

47

2

9

15

3

4

15

0

6

8

62

10

25

42

19

15

32

10

13

24

190

k . Understanding school
social functions
l.

Understanding parents

m. Making decisions about
a pupils problem
Total group N.

CD

tv
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decisions about a pu 1Jis problems. It would appear that all three of the
counselor gr oups Indicated that teaching experience would be helpful in
developing m ore u.nderst:mding of classroom problems , and more sensitivity

to pt1pil _r: r ol:JJ.e m s , more ski.Uful in eYalua ting pupils , and more understanding
c,f soe1al functions.

Respondents wi th from one to five years of counseling experience
{Subgroup C - 1) and no teaching experience did not consider teaching experience
as a ssisting th e couns eL r in any way which differed from the way counselors in
Subgroups R -2 and B-3 who have had teaching experience. All three of the
eounse lor s ubgroups in Subgroup B wi th from one to five ye ars of counseling
e_xperience were of the opi nion that teaching experience would contribute to
eounselor effectiveness m understanding classroom problems, sensitivity to
upHs problems,

contro~

of pupils, evaluation of pupils , gaining greater teacher

support , 11nderstanding the school social functions , and making decisions about
a pupil ' s problems . Subgroups B- 2 and B-3 , who have had teaching experience,
ave rred that teaching experience contributed to the counselor's effectiveness
in that it helped the counselor in accep ting all of the students.
DiffPrences a m ng the counselors with over five years of counseling
expedence w re limited to those who considered teaching experience as contrihuting to couns elors effe c tivene ss in terms of gaining more support fr om
teachers , in being more sensitive to pupil problems , in controlling pupils ,
evaluating pupils , a ceptin.g all the students , understanding parents , and making
decis10ns about pupi. 1 s problems.
discussed in the follo wi ng Chapter.

Tbe implications of these findings will be
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Summary

The data of this Atudy indicate that a few differences can be found
bet · een counselors wh have had teaching experience prior to counseling and
thosp who ha e not had J-.l'.lblic sch

1 teaching experience prior to counseling.

In many cases the differenC"es which were found to exist between the counselor
subgroups with differing experience , as proposed by authorities in counselor
training, we re not closely related to differences in teaching experience , but
were related , to some extent, ro differences in counseling experience.

The

Significant findings of the study can be summarized as follows: (a) There were
no significant differences among the subgroup means in terms of the mean
number of courses taken in specific core areas.

There were five significant

differences a mong the subgroup means in terms of the mean value rating
given courses in each core area with respect to the adequacy of the courses
in preparing the counselor to become more effective.

The study revealed

seven significant differences among the subgroup means in terms of the mean
number of times courses were checl<ed by counselors indicating the need for
more e mphasis :i n certain core areas of course work; (b) by analysis of
va r-i arwe , only 1.7 out of 144 role perC'eption tasks yielded significant differences bet een the nine counselor subgroups , and only eight of these were
directly related to teaC'hi ig experience ; (c} the analysis of four specific questions
r lated to certification were tested for significant differences by Chi Square and
yielded no differences regarding t8aching experience.
The differences that were found to be significant between counselors
wlth prior teaching experience and counselors without such experience were
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in ibe follo wing 1reas : (a} Counsf-1ors with prior teaching experi6nce have

r a ted courses i.a the counseling and education cores higher than counselors
without such

·-~per1ence.

Cou ,.selors \'\ithout prior teaching experience have

rated l'Ourses in th . psyc·hology core higher than counselors who have had preCOlJnSehng teaching 6xpenence.

(b) Many counselors without prior teaching

e. p('rien<:e havP indieated that cou ses in al three subject areas need more
mphasis in thei r aca demi programs while only a few counselors with prior
teac lu ng t:.:{perience have m ade this indication.

(c) Counselors in Subgroup

C- 1 _ wi.thout tea chi ng expeyjence , felt more skillful in conferring with probation

and parole off1c r s than counselors wi th teaching experience . (d) Counselors
with m in i.mal teaching experience differed from those with no teaching experience in that they felt les s skillful in conducting interviews with students who are
dropping ou t of schcoL

(e ) Counselors with teaching e2o.'Perience evaluated the

curnculum now offered by the school more often than counselors without teaching experience.

(f) Counselors without teaching experience directly use State

Employ ment Services to assist students, while counselors with minimal teaching
experience rarely use these services.

{g) Counsel rs wifu minimal teaching

experience direct research stu dies to evaluate guidance services more often
than do counselors wHhout teaehing e perience.

(h) Counselors with minimal

te achi ng experience averr e d that the counselor should discuss effectively typical
student- teacher alter0ations arising out of counseling with the principal or
s uperintende _t almost twice as muc.h as counselors wifuout teaching experiences.

i) Counselors with minimal teaching experience feel that the counselor

should evaluate the curriculum now offered by the school , while counselors
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without teac hmg experience do not consider this one of the counselor 1 s tasks.
{j) Counselors without teaching experience are of the opinion that the counselor

should conduct interviews with students when they drop out of school, while
counselors with minimal teaching e·x perience do not agree.
The final portion of the study revealed that counselors with teaching
experience feel that this experience contributes to the effectiveness of a
counselor in the following situations: understanding classroom problems ,
understanding school social functions , controlling students , accepting all
students , understanding parents , making decisions about pupil problems gaining more support from teachers, evaluating pupils,

and being more sensitive

to pupil problem.
In specifie questions asked concerning the value and need for teaching
certification and experience for counselors , differences were found between each
of the groups, as was anticipated.

Counselors with teaching experience differed

significantly from those without teaching experience , in that they favored both
teaching certification and teaching experience as requirements for counselor
certification.

It does appear that the more teaching experience the counselor

has , the more he considers teaching certification and experiences to be
important as requirements for counselors certification.

CHAPTER V

DISCl:SSION

The hypotheses proposed at the outset of the study are now restated in
summa ry and are discussed in light of the study findings.
1.

thos

Counselors with publiC' school teaching experience will differ from

without teaching e perience in terms of the core courses constituting the

majo portion of their academic preparation.
A.

Those with teaching experience are expected to have a
greater portion of their course work in education courses
and less preparation in psychologically oriented courses
than c unse.lors without such experience.

B.

Those without teaching experience are expected to have a
greater portion of their course work in a counseling core and
in psychol ogically oriented courses and fewer courses in
typical education courses than counselors with such experience.

This hypothesis was not confirmed by the results of this study. As
indicated in Table 2, an analysis of the mean number of courses taken by the
counselors of eaeh subgroup revealed only very slight differences which were
no t statis ticall) sigT'.ificant. It appears that the mean number of courses taken
by the counselors in each of the subgroups follows ve r y closely to the certification
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requirements for s chool counselors and approximates the courses required by
the

Master ~ s

degree programs of the various universities of the State.

The fact that all of the counselors responding to the questionnaire
were certifi ed by the State Department of Education , may account for the lack
of differences in their academic preparation.

There was a slight tendency which

was significant at the . 0 level of confidence for counselors without teaching
experience to have taken more courses in the psychology and educational core
than counselors with teaching experience. However , in this investigation the
limits of significance have been placed at th.e . 05 level of confidence.

Therefore,

the dHference found to be significant at the . 10 level indicates only a trend in the
direction suggested by the findings.
2.

Counselors without teaching experience will rate the value of

counseling and psychology courses higher than wi.ll counselors with teaching
experience.

Counselors without teaching experience will also feel a greater

need for additional training in psychology than will counselors with teaching
experience. At the same time it is expected that those with teaching experience
will not rate the value of education classes any higher than those without teaching experience.
Some aspects of this hypothesis must be rejected inasmuch as it would
appear that the counselors wi.thout teaching experience rated counseling and
education courses lo wer than counselors with such experience. It is also
apparent that these differenc:es increase as teaching experience increases.

The

counselors without teaching experience rated the psychology courses higher than
counselors with from one to five years of such experience as was hypothesized.
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However, th counselors wHh ov r five ye ars of teaching experience also rated
the psychology courses higher than the counselors with from one to five years
of such experienc . and about equ.a' ly as high as the counselors without teaching
experience. It would be questionable as to how much these differences could
have been a ttributed to te a hing expe rience . It appears that some other variable
may have been responsible for some of the rating differences.
In terms of that aspect of the hypothesis that deals with the perceived
need for addi tional training in psychology, the results of the study indicate that
counselors withou t te aching experience not only rated the psychology courses,
but all courses higher than did counselors with such experience.

These differ-

ences tended to occur at the higher levels of counseling experience while the
difference at lower lev ls of counseli ng experience were not quite statistically
significant.
It would appear that teaching experience would, to some extent, be

related to the counselors higher r a ting of the adequacy of counseling and
education courses and his lower rating of the adequacy of psychology courses.
3.

Counselors without teaching experience will differ from those with

teaching experience in terms of the kinds of tasks and/or problems cases which
they feel qualified and competent to handle.
A" Counselors without teaching experience will feel more competent
to handle counseling-oriented tasks than will counselors with
teaching xperience.
B.

Counselors with teaching experience will feel more competent
in guidance functions than in counseling functions.
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C.

C' ouns .ors without: teaching experience will feel as competent
in gUJdan e tasks as do counselors with teaching experience.

The resu l ts of this study will not confirm this hypothesis.

The evidence

of differences a mong the s ubgroups is limited to only one counseling and one
guidant:'e task.

Cour~ se l ors

in Group C, who are without teaching experience,

rate their skillfu .ness in conferring with probatj on and parole officers 1. 40
points higher than counsel ors in the s ame major group who have over five years
of teaching experience.

The difference is signific ant at the . 05 level.

In terms of their ski llfulness in counseling interviews counselors in
Subgroup C- 1 and C- 3 rate themselves higher than counselors in Subgroup C-2.
This would jndicate that counselors with no teaching experience and those with
ove r five years of such E-xperience feel more competent in counseling tasks
than counselors with from one to five years of teaching. It also appears that
counselors with te aching experience of over five years rate themselves less
skillful in handling guidance tasks than do counselors without experience.

Not

only is the hypothesis unconfirmed , but the findings indicate that the converse
of the hypothesis is true.
4.

Counselors without teaching experience will define the counselor's

primary role , in which they are now functioning and should function effectively,
in terms of tasks more directly related to counseling per se than to guidance;
and for counselors with teaching e:h."Perience , the converse will be true.
To s ome extent , this hypothesis was confirmed by the findings of
this investigati on but only on a limited number of items.

This would cast some

qualification on the differences which the study reveals.

Differences were found
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in only six out of 96 Items.
performanc~e

Counselors in Subgroups C-2 and C-3 rated their

in evaluating the curriculum now offered by the school 1. 67 points

higher than couns elors m Subgroup C-1 who have no teaching experience.

They

also feel that the counselor should be more effective in evaluating the curriculum;
than those without teaching experience.

These differences are significant at the

. 05 level.
Co-unselors without teaching experience indicate that the counselor
should be effe ctiv6 in conducting interviews with students who drop out of
s chool.

Their rating on this item was 4. 80 while the rating of counselors with

from one to fiv e ears of teaching experience was 2. 23 points lower , a difference significant at the . 01 level. At the same time , counselors with over five
ye ars of teaching experience rated the item approximately the same as counselors
with no te aching experience. It appears that counselors with teaching experience
felt the counselor should discuss typical student-teacher altercations arising out
of counseling , with the principal or superintendent.

Their rating of 4. 14 for this

item is almost twice as much as the rating of counselors without teaching
experience.

The diffe rence is significant at the . 05 level.

In general , counselors with teaching experience perform more tasks
of evaluating the curriculum , directing research studies , and feel the counselor
should discuss typical student teacher altercations arising out of counseling with
school authorities more thw.. counselors without this experience.

They also

perform the tasks of using referral agencies and feel the counselor should be
effective in conducting interviews with student drop-outs to a lesser extent than
counselors without teaching experience.
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5. A counselor 1 s bias regarding the value of teaching experience as
a prereq isite for counseltng certification will be determined by his own training and experience.
A.

Counselors with teaching experience will favor this experience
as a prerequisite for counseling in the public schools ; counselors
without teaching experience will not see this as a necessary
prerequisite.

As was hypothesized , c unselors with over five ye ars of teaching experience were significantly more in favor of the requirements of teaching certification and experience for counselor certification than were the counselors
without teaching experience. It i.s also interesting to note that the more teaching
experience the counselor had had , the more he was in favor of the teaching
requirements. While 51 percent of the counselors were in favor of the Master's
degree as a requirement for counselor certification , 49 percent of the counselors
were in favor of the 55 quarter hours of graduate credit permitted in the place
of the degree.
Even though counselors of the State in general , have taken on the
average of more than one course in counseling techniques, group guidance or
counseling, counseling practicum , educational and vocational information , and
adoles cent psychology , they still feel that these courses should be given more
emphasis in couns elor training programs.

This is especially true of counseling

techniques and group guidance or counseling.

Courses concerned wi.th the diagnosis

of learning difficulties and personality analysis or diagnosis were seen as courses
needing more emphasis. Very few of the counselors had taken these two courses,
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but felt that they would be more skillful or effective if they had taken such
classes.
In general , about 80 percent of the counselors of the State were in
favor of the teaching certification and experience requirement. It was not
possible to determine from the results of this study the effect of their previous
experience of having to obtain a teachers certificate prior to counseling. It did
appear that the more teaching experience the respondent had, the more in favor
he was of teaching certification and experience as requirements for counselor
certification. Respondents with the maximum amount of teaching experience
prior to counseling were extremely more in favor of the teaching certification
and experience requirement.
In responding to the question which asked the counselors of the State
to check the ways in which teaching experience contributed to the counselors
effectiveness, the fact that 48 percent of the counselors did not respond to the
items checked most often raises some puzzling questions.

The most logical

conclusion for the lack of voluntary responses to these items would be that
the respondents do not feel that teaching experience does contribute to counselor
effectiveness in any of the 13 ways most commonly suggested by authorities in
the field .

The value of the contribution of these 13 items to counselor effective-

ness, and the extent to which these items are obtainable from teaching experience,
should be tested quantitatively.

The contribution of this question is that teaching

experience does seem to have some influence in terms of the counselor's
perceptions of how teaching experience contributes to counselor effectiveness.

CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

One of the cru ial problems in public school counseling today is that
aspect of counselor education and certification which requires public school
teaching experience as a prerequisite to counselor certification. Authorities
on the subject make reference to apparent differences which are assumed to
exist between a public school counselor who has had teaching experience and
the counselor who has not had tea ching experience. It was averred that these
differences would be reflected in the academic training of the counselor , his
perception of his present role , and his perception of the role in which the
public school counselor should be more effective.
The purpose of this study was to determine if the heretofore assumed
differences between public school counselors with teaching experience and the
counselors without such experience were valid significant differences attributable
to public school teaching experience.
An extensive questionnaire concerning academic training , role perceptions , and direct questions related to the teaching experience requirement
was returned by 67 percent of the 297 counselors in the State of Utah.

Three

forms of the questionnaire were constructed and randomly sent out in order to
account for serial ordering.

The questionnaire was anonymously responded to

in order to insure complete freedom of expression.

The errors in the instrument
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were eliminated by a pilot grou.p r sponse , a..n.d a process of follow- up was
utili.t:ed in o rder to insure the greatest retu.rns.
The general conclusions of this investigation were as follows:
(A.) The academic preparation of counselors did not differ as a result

of teaching experience. All counselors in this study appeared to have taken
about the s a me number and type of courses.
(B)

ounselors · ithout teaching experience rated the value of psychology

courses higher , and the value of counseling, testing , and education courses lower
than those counselors who had taught.
{C

Counselo s without teaching experience requested that additional

emphasis be given courses in psychology , counseling , testing , and education
to a greater extent than counselors who have had teaching experience.

(D) Prior teaching experience apparently did not effect the counselor's
perception of his own skillfulness.
(E) Cou_nselors without teaching experience appeared to be involved in:
more counseling or interviewing tasks , fewer tasks requiring assistance to
staff members , and in the evaluation of the school program; while the converse
appears to be true of counselors with a teaching background.
(F) As was hypothesized , counselors with teaching experience favored

this experience as a prerequisite for counselor certification ; counselors without
this experience did not see this as a necessary prerequisite.
Most of the differences found between the counselor subgroups were
attributable to varying degrees of counseling experience rather than to differing
degrees of teaching experience prior to counseling.

The study did not support
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the posited opinion ~ of the authorities in the field.

Because a very few signifi -

cant num ber of diffe r ence>< were found to exist between any of the subgroups
possessing teaching exp rienee and those groups not possessing teaching
exper ience . it can not be said that teaching experience is either helpful to the
counselor or detrimental to the counselor.

The stud · did reveal a slight

tendency for the counselor wi th teaching experience: to be more controlling
of the student, to use outside ag-2ncies less , to feel less skillful in some interviewi.ng tasks , and to engage more often in evaluative tasks which are more
charaeteristicc. f the teaching role and attitude.

This study did not evaluate

thes e differences in terms of their being "good" or "had" role perceptions and
functions of the public school counselor. More research is needed to determine
the value of these differences to the role and the function of the public school
counselor.
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Measuring Instrument
Dear Counselor:
This study is being conducted in an effort to evaluate the present counselor
training and certification program in the State of Utah. It is hoped that the
stud wi ll be of value in suggesting strengths and weaknesses of the program as
recommended by you , the counselors of the state.
Please complete this questionnaire as soon as possible and return it in the
envelope provided. Your honest and sincere answers will be most helpful and
will be appreciated. Please do not attach your name to this questionnaire or in
any way reveal your identity as the respondent. We wish to keep the questionnaire completely annonymous and to safeguard your private opinions.
With the spring Counselors Convention in the first few days of June, we are
hoping that you will find time to complete and return this questionnaire by June 1,
1964.
1.

In the first blank opposite each course title, write the number of classes you
have taken in this course area. In the second blank opposite each course
title , rate on a 1 to 5 scale (as indicated below) the adequacy of each course
in preparing you as a public school counselor. In the third blank opposite
each course title, check those courses that you feel need more emphasis
in preparing you to become a better public school counselor.

Rating Key: 1 = very poor; 2 = poor; 3 =fair; 4 =good; 5 =excellent
COURSE TITLE

Number of
Classes Taken

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

a. _ _ _ __
b. _ _ _ __
c. _ _ _ __
d.----e. _ _ _ __

i.
j.

k.
1.

m.
n.
o.

Counseling theory
Counseling Techniques
Remedial teaching techniques
Personality theory
Individual testing
General testing
Group guidance or counseling
Educational and vocational
information
Administration of guidance
Educational psychology
Exceptional child (gifted and
retarded)
Adolescent psychology
Child psychology
Abnormal psychology
Learning theories

f. _ _ _ __

g. _ _ _ __
h.

-----

i. _ _ _ __
j. _ _ _ __

k. - - - - 1. _ _ _ __

m. _ _ _ __
n. _ _ _ __
o. _ _ _ __

Rating of
adequacy

Courses needing
More Emphasis
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p. Mental health or hygiene
q. Case study methods
r. Statistics and research
s. Personality analysis or
diagnosis
t. Diagnosis of learning
diffi.cul ti.es
u. Counseling practi.cum or internship
v. Testing practicum or internship
w. Experimental psychology
x. Physiological psychology
y . Guidance seminar
z. Schoollaw
2.

p. _ _ _ __
q. _ _ _ __
r. _ _ _ __

s. _ _ _ __

t. _ _ _ __
u. _ _ _ __
v. - - - - w. _ _ _ __
x. _ _ _ __
y.
----z.

-----

Rate the guidance tasks listed below according to these three aspects:
(1) ln the first column , rate each task considering the extent to which you
feel skillful or comfortable in handling such a case.
{2) In the second column , rate the extent to which you are now performing
each of the tasks listed below.
1, 3) In the third column, rate the extent to which it is especially important
that the counselor be effective in handling each of the tasks listed below.

RATE THE TASKS NUMERICALLY ACCORDING TO THE FOLLOWING SCAJLE:
1 = Almost never ; 2 -= Seldom ; 3 = Some of the time ; 4 =Often; 5 = Most of the time.
1. Feel
Skillful
Handling

1. Counseling adults in the community abo1Jt their personal problems _ _ __
2. Supervise and control the use
of test records
3. Conduct follow-up study to
determine where graduates
have gone
4. Conduct research on teaching
methods
5. Collect information on research
for the s chool
6. R.ecor d absences or tar dies
7. Plan surveys of occupational
opportunities in the community
8. Confer with probation or parole
officers
9. Help students find jobs

2. Tasks
Now
Performing

3. Should
Hanille
Effectively
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1. Feel
Skillful
Handling

1n.

DlfWI.. SS t~'V:r;iL ~J

student-teacher
alter•' atwns arising out of
c..:ou. ~ eling , wnh thE> prinripal
or su.r:erintenden.t
lL Work · i.tl.1 individual teachers
to develop their counseling
skills
1. 2 . Coll e~t ocrupational and educational information
13. Counsel students wi th personal
and social problems
.4. Identify stu.dents with special
l earning difficulties
15. Prepare records of grades for
c Hege admissi ons applications
1 6. Admmiste-r indjvidual tests to
siuder .ts when needed
17 . Diagnose learning difficulties
of students and r ecommend
treatment of the same
18. Evaluate the currj .u lum or the
cou rses offered by the sehool
1 9. Expl ain the guidance program
thr ugh ta lks
20. Direct researc h studies to
evaluate guidance services
21. Group s tudents in classes
according to an accepted
criterion
22. E valua te students achieve ment
wi th te a chers , parents and
o tbers
23. Help enforce shl'ool
regu l ations and djscipline
24. Hou ti:n ·Jy interview trm:mts
a nd/ o r their p arents
25 . Explain standardized test
results to each stu.dent
26. Hegularly p r ovide teachers
with personal information
about students and their
problE'ms

2. Tasks
Now
Performigg

3. Should
Handle
Effectively
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1. Feel
Skillful
Handling

2 7. Make ~mggestl.ons iu teachers
on teachi.11g methods
28. Dis cuss purposes of the guidance
program in teacher ' s meetir1gs
29. C'onduC't interviews with students
'Nhen they drop out of school
30 . Assume a neutral position in
teache r - student disagreements
31. Secure glasses, shoes , and so
forth for needy students
32. Act as a link between school
and p lic;e on students
investigations
33. Directly u se state employment services for students
34. Repres ent the teacher or school
in te acher-student disagreements
35. Make regu.lar reports of students
wo rk to the principal
36. Consider with a teacher , a
problem he has with a student
37 . Interview students sent to the
counselor hy the principal
38. Supervise and control special
activities for the orientation
of new students
39. Counse l the parents of failing
students
40. Advise students when they ask
for advice
41. Plan a schedule of classes for
each student
42. Intervie ' students sent to the
counselor by the teacher
43. Keep up .students records for
the school office
44 . Prepare newspaper a rticles on
outs tandi ng students
45. Re cord notes of intervi e,Ns with
students
46 . Collect background information
on each student
4 7. Evaluate items on teacher made
elassroom tests

2. Tasks

Now
Performing

3. Should
Handle
Effectively
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l. Feel

2. Tasks

Skillful
Handling

Now
Performing

3. Should
Handle
Effectively

48. Make deeisions for incapable
students
49. Counsel parents concerning
problems of their child
50. Counsel students on vocational
planning

3.

Please complete the following questions or provide the information requested.

1.

How man" 'ears of cou~seling experience have you completed? Full time_ __
Part time._ _{a Check the level, High School__Elementary__Jr. High_ __
What - as your undergraduate major? ___________________
What · as your graduate major? ______________________
In what ear were you awarded your Bachelors degree? ___________
In what year were you awarded your Master's degree? ___________
In what yea r do you expeet to be awarded your Master's degree? _______
In what y ~ ar were you awarded your Provisional Certificate in Counseling? _ _
In what your were you awarded your Professional Ce rtificate in Counseling? __
If you are now working on your Master's degree, have you been assigned a
commHtee and chajrman for your graduate study? Yes
No_ _ __

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10 .

Do you feel that 51.) quarter hours of graduate study is more desirable or
realistic than the Master Degree as a requirement for certification?
Yes
No----

11.

List the ins titutions from which you have received credit towards your Master's
Degree , and approximately the number or quarters attended at each.

12. Have you p articipated in any NDEA guidance institutes? Yes__No__How many__
13. Have you participated in any other guidance or counseling institutes for which
· 011 have re0eived credit? Yes
No
--14 . . How marry years of a ctual full time teaching experience had you completed
before becoming a counselor? High school_ _Elementary_ _Jr. High_ __
15. How m any years of part time teaching experience had you completed before
be com ing a counselor: High school
Elementary
Jr. High_ __
16. Do you fe el that teaching experience is essen.tlal to public school counselor
preparation? Yes ____ No_ __
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17. Do yo-u feel t!1at the counselo_r should be required to have a teachers
eertifJCa te ? ·Ye s
No
--18 . Do you fee l that actual teaching experience should be required for
certification? Yes
- - - No- - 19. Please eheek: Male
Female
Married
Single
Age: 20-30__
30-40_ _40-50___50-60_ _
20. Is your salary sufficient to avoid working part-time outside of school? _ __
21. To what e tent have you made an attempt to evaluate your school guidance
rogram? (check ne) None__Little__Some__Considerable__Completely__
22. To what extent have you personally made an effort to determine and
arti c-ulate to other educational staff members, and school patrons , your
role ::ts a school counselor:
~ Cbe 0k one) None __Little__Some __Considerable__Completely__
23. Please fee l free to make any additional comments as to your feelings about
.. our role or present job, the role of functions of the counselor, or the
kinds of cases yo-u feel most skillful in handling , one the back side of this
p age.
24. In which of the following ways does teaching experience contribute to
counselor effectiveness. (Please check those that apply)
a. Fnders tanding classroom problems
. b. Sensitivity to pupil
problems ___ , c. Increases interview skills _ _ , d. Control of
pupils
, e . Evaluating pupils
, f. Greater support from other
teachers ___ , g. Resentment from other teachers _ _ , h. Pupil
aceounting___ , i. Record keeping
, j. Accepting all the students
___ , k. lrnderstanding the school social function
, l. Understanding
parents ___ , m. Making decisions about a pupils problems _ __
n. List any others

-----------------------Thank you very much for your time and effort
in completing this form.

